
AGENDA 

 

STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 

 

Friday, November 20, 2020 – 10:00am (Virtual Meeting) 

https://vadhcd.adobeconnect.com/lbbca/  

 

 

I. Roll Call (TAB 1) 

 

 

II. Approval of September 18, 2020 Minutes (TAB 2) 

 

 

III. Approval of Final Order (TAB 3) 

 

In Re: Timothy Dolan 

Appeal No 20-01 

 

 

IV. Public Comment 

 

 

V. Appeal Hearing (TAB 4) 

 

In Re: Sidney Harris 

Appeal No 20-02 

 

 

VI. Interpretation (TAB 5) 

 

In Re: Modification for elevator, escalators, or similar 

conveyances  

 

 

VII. Secretary’s Report 

 

a. Consideration of the 2021 Meeting Calendar (TAB 6) 
b. January 2021 meeting update 

 

https://vadhcd.adobeconnect.com/lbbca/
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STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 

 
 

James R. Dawson, Chair  

(Virginia Fire Chiefs Association) 

 

W. Shaun Pharr, Esq., Vice-Chair 

(The Apartment and Office Building Association of Metropolitan Washington)

 

Vince Butler 

(Virginia Home Builders Association) 

 

J. Daniel Crigler 

(Virginia Association of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors and the Virginia Chapters of the 

Air Conditioning Contractors of America) 

 

Alan D. Givens 

(Virginia Association of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors and the Virginia Chapters of the 

Air Conditioning Contractors of America 

 

Christina Jackson 

(Commonwealth at large) 

 

Joseph A. Kessler, III 

 (Associated General Contractors) 

 

Eric Mays 

(Virginia Building and Code Officials Association) 

 

Joanne D. Monday 

(Virginia Building Owners and Managers Association) 

 

J. Kenneth Payne, Jr., AIA, LEED AP BD+C 

(American Institute of Architects Virginia) 
 

Richard C. Witt 

(Virginia Building and Code Officials Association) 

 

Aaron Zdinak, PE 

(Virginia Society of Professional Engineers) 

 

Vacant 

(Commonwealth at large) 

 

Vacant 

(Electrical Contractor) 
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STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 1 

 MEETING MINUTES 2 

September 18, 2020 3 

Virtual Meeting 4 
https://vadhcd.adobeconnect.com/lbbca/ 5 

 6 

Members Present Members Absent 

 

Mr. James R. Dawson, Chairman 

Mr. W. Shaun Pharr, Esq., Vice-Chairman   

Mr. Daniel Crigler  

Mr. Alan D. Givens 

Ms. Christina Jackson 

Mr. Joseph Kessler  

Mr. Eric Mays, PE  

Ms. Joanne Monday 

Mr. J. Kenneth Payne, Jr. 

Mr. Richard C. Witt  

Mr. Aaron Zdinak, PE  

 

 

 

Mr. Vince Butler 

 

Call to Order The meeting of the State Building Code Technical Review Board 7 

(“Review Board”) was called to order at approximately 10:00 a.m. by 8 

Secretary Travis Luter. 9 

 10 

Roll Call The roll was called by Mr. Luter and a quorum was present.  Mr. Justin 11 

I. Bell, legal counsel for the Board from the Attorney General’s Office, 12 

was also present.   13 

 14 

Approval of Minutes The draft minutes of the July 17, 2020 meeting in the Review Board 15 

members’ agenda package were considered.  Mr. Payne moved to 16 

approve the minutes as presented. The motion was seconded by Mr. 17 

Pharr and passed unanimously. 18 

   19 

Final Orders   Appeal of Kristie Sours Atwood and Buracker Construction 20 

Appeal Nos. 19-05; 19-06; and 19-07: 21 

 22 

After review and consideration of the final order presented in the 23 

Review Board members’ agenda package, Ms. Monday moved to 24 

approve the final order with the suggested editorial change to strike the 25 

word “the” in line 193 of page 33 of the agenda package.  The motion 26 

was seconded by Ms. Jackson and passed with Messrs. Kessler and 27 

Payne abstaining.   28 

      29 

    Culpeper County; Appeal No. 19-09: 30 

 31 

After review and consideration of the final order presented in the 32 

Review Board members’ agenda package, Mr. Mays moved to approve 33 

5
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the final order as presented.  The motion was seconded by Mr. Zdinak 34 

and passed with Messrs. Witt and Pharr abstaining.   35 

 36 

Appeal of ZAAKI Restaurant and Cafe; Appeal No. 19-11: 37 

 38 

After review and consideration of the final order presented in the 39 

Review Board members’ agenda package, Ms. Jackson moved to 40 

approve the final order with the suggested editorial change to add “ed” 41 

to the word enter in line 69 and to add the letter “d” to the word issue 42 

on line 77 both on page 55 of the agenda package.  The motion was 43 

seconded by Ms. Monday and passed with Mr. Pharr abstaining.   44 

 45 

Public Comment Chair Dawson opened the meeting for public comment.  Mr. Luter 46 

advised that no one had contacted him to speak.  With no one requesting 47 

to speak, requesting to be acknowledged to speak by use the raised hand 48 

feature of the Adobe Connect meeting platform, or requesting to speak 49 

in the chat box section of the Adobe Connect meeting platform, Chair 50 

Dawson closed the public comment period. 51 

 52 

New Business Timothy Dolan; Appeal No. 20-01: 53 

 54 

A hearing convened with Chair Dawson serving as the presiding 55 

officer.  The hearing was related to the 15.3-acre property owned by 56 

Timothy Dolan, located on Hobbs Hole Drive, within the town of 57 

Tappahannock in Essex County. 58 

 59 

The following persons were sworn in and given an opportunity to 60 

present testimony: 61 

 62 

 Timothy Dolan, Owner 63 

 Brenda Dolan, Owner 64 

 Jeff Howeth, P.E., Project Engineer  65 

 Jimmy Snyder, Tappahannock Town Manager 66 

Craig Thompson, P.E., Fire Protection Engineer for Rhino Fire 67 

Protection Engineering, PLLC. 68 

 Steven Selinger 69 

 Joe Blackburn  70 

Alwyn Davis, Essex County Building Official  71 

Wayne Verlander, Essex County Building Inspector 72 

  73 

Also present was: 74 

 75 

Bill Bayliss, Esq., legal counsel for Timothy Dolan 76 

Chris Mackenzie, Esq., legal counsel for Essex County 77 

 78 

After testimony concluded, Chair Dawson closed the preliminary 79 

hearing and stated a decision from the Review Board members would 80 
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be forthcoming and the deliberations would be conducted in open 81 

session.  It was further noted that a final order reflecting the decision 82 

would be considered at a subsequent meeting and, when approved, 83 

would be distributed to the parties and would contain a statement of 84 

further right of appeal. 85 

 86 

Decision: Timothy Dolan; Appeal No. 20-01: 87 

 88 

After deliberations, Mr. Mays moved to uphold the local appeals board 89 

that a decision or an application of the code had not occurred at the time 90 

the application for appeal was submitted; therefore, there was nothing 91 

to appeal.  The motion was seconded by Mr. Witt and passed with Ms. 92 

Monday, Messrs. Pharr, and Payne voting in opposition. 93 

     94 

Note: Ms. Monday left the meeting after the vote was taken for the 95 

Timothy Dolan Appeal (No. 20-01). 96 

 97 

Interpretation Request Interpretation Request of Paula Johnson (City of Fredericksburg); 98 

Interpretation Request No. 06-20:  99 

 100 

 An interpretation request from Paula Johnson of the City of 101 

Fredericksburg was considered concerning the 2015 Virginia 102 

Maintenance Code (VMC), on Sections 104.5.2 and 606.1 related to 103 

whether a modification, to allow elevators, escalators, or similar 104 

conveyances to be placed in service and maintained in service/tested 105 

without the witnessing inspection by a DHCD certified elevator 106 

inspector, meets the spirit and intent of the USBC? 107 

 108 

 After deliberations, Mr. Payne moved to table the request until the 109 

November 20, 2020 meeting with the direction for Review Board staff 110 

to work with the requester to formulate a more specific question(s).  111 

The Board also advised staff to have Messrs. Witt and Mays, and Ms. 112 

Jackson review the new request prior to the November meeting.  The 113 

motion was seconded by Ms. Jackson and passed unanimously.   114 

 115 

Secretary’s Report Mr. Luter informed the Board of the current caseload for the upcoming 116 

meeting scheduled for November 20, 2020.   117 

 118 

Attorney Bell provided legal updates to the Board. 119 

 120 

Adjournment There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned by proper 121 

motion at approximately 4:15 p.m. 122 

 123 

 124 

 125 

 126 

 127 
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 128 

Approved: November 20, 2020 129 

 130 

 131 

 132 

 133 

    ____________________________________________________ 134 

     Chairman, State Building Code Technical Review Board 135 

 136 

 137 

 138 

     _____________________________________________________ 139 

     Secretary, State Building Code Technical Review Board 140 

 141 
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VIRGINIA: 1 

 2 

BEFORE THE 3 

STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 4 

 5 

IN RE:  Appeal of Timothy Dolan  6 

  Appeal No. 20-01 7 

 8 
DECISION OF THE REVIEW BOARD 9 

 10 

I. Procedural Background 11 

 12 

 The State Building Code Technical Review Board (Review Board) is a Governor-13 

appointed board established to rule on disputes arising from application of regulations of the 14 

Department of Housing and Community Development.  See §§ 36-108 and 36-114 of the Code of 15 

Virginia.  The Review Board’s proceedings are governed by the Virginia Administrative Process 16 

Act (§ 2.2-4000 et seq. of the Code of Virginia). 17 

II. Case History 18 

 On April 10, 2020, Timothy Dolan, of Riverstone Development LLC (Dolan), filed an 19 

appeal to the Essex County Local Board of Building Code Appeals (local appeals board), for lack 20 

of action by the County Building Official (County), related to his application for permit for his 21 

15.3 acre property located on Hobbs Hole Drive, in the town of Tappahannock.  Dolan proposed 22 

to construct approximately 153 units, in multiples of 16-unit two story buildings, using the 23 

exception in VCC Section 903.2.8.   24 

On May 12, 2020, Dolan appealed to the Review Board.  After review of Dolan’s 25 

application for appeal, Review Board staff contacted Essex County to discuss the appeal; 26 

subsequently, a local appeals board hearing was scheduled for June 3, 2020.  Due to insufficient 27 

notice, the hearing was rescheduled for June 17, 2020 where the appeal was dismissed because 28 

there was no decision made to appeal.  Dolan further appealed to the Review Board, after receiving 29 

the decision of the local appeals board, on July 13, 2020.   30 
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2 

 

 31 

A virtual Review Board hearing was held September 18, 2020.  Appearing at the Review 32 

Board hearing for Essex County were Alwyn Davis, Wayne Verlander, Craig Thompson, and 33 

Chris Mackenzie, legal counsel.  Timothy Dolan, Brenda Dolan, Jeff Howeth, Steven Selinger, 34 

Joe Blackburn, Jimmy Synder, and Bill Bayliss, legal counsel, attended the hearing on behalf of 35 

Timothy Dolan.   36 

III. Findings of the Review Board 37 

A. Whether to uphold the decision of the local appeals board, that there was no decision 38 

made to appeal, based on the lack of a decision by the County Building Official on the 39 

applicability of VCC Section 903.2.8 (Group R). 40 

 41 

Timothy Dolan, through legal counsel, argued that on several occasions he asked the 42 

county to determine whether sufficient water flow and volume existed for the proposed project 43 

and if not, whether VCC Section 903.2.8 applied to the proposed project.  Dolan further argued 44 

that the county refused to answer those questions; thus, the county refused to make a decision.  45 

Dolan, through a witness, also argued that the Town of Tappahannock municipal water system 46 

could not provide sufficient water flow or volume for the proposed project. 47 

The County, through legal counsel, argued that there was no decision by the building 48 

official to appeal.  The County further argued that the assertion of inactivity by the County was 49 

disproven by the sheer volume of the record presented to the Board, particularly the timeline 50 

provided by the County in its supplemental submission, which clearly showed that there had not 51 

been inactivity by either party; rather, that both parties had been very active since the beginning 52 

of December 2019.  The County, though a witness, also argued that the Town of Tappahannock 53 

municipal water system can provide sufficient water flow and volume for the proposed project.    54 
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3 

 

The Review Board agrees with the local appeals board that at the time of the application 55 

for appeal was submitted a decision by the building official had not occurred; therefore, there was 56 

nothing to appeal.   57 

IV. Final Order 58 

The appeal having been given due regard, and for the reasons set out herein, the Review 59 

Board orders as follows: 60 

A. Whether to uphold the decision of the local appeals board, that there was no decision 61 

made to appeal, based on the lack of a decision by the County Building Official on the 62 

applicability of VCC Section 903.2.8 (Group R). 63 

The decision by the local appeals board that no decision had been made by the building 64 

official to appeal is upheld. 65 

 66 

 67 

    ______________________________________________________ 68 

      Chair, State Building Code Technical Review Board 69 

 70 

 71 

 72 

 73 

Date entered _____November 20, 2020__________ 74 

 75 

 76 

 77 

 78 

 79 

 As provided by Rule 2A:2 of the Supreme Court of Virginia, you have thirty (30) days 80 

from the date of service (the date you actually received this decision or the date it was mailed to 81 

you, whichever occurred first) within which to appeal this decision by filing a Notice of Appeal 82 

with W. Travis Luter, Sr., Secretary of the Review Board.  In the event that this decision is served 83 

on you by mail, three (3) days are added to that period. 84 
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VIRGINIA: 

 

  

BEFORE THE 

STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 

 

 

IN RE: Appeal of Sidney Harris 

  Appeal No. 20-02 

 

 

 

CONTENTS 

 

 

Section          Page No. 

 

 

Review Board Staff Document          21 

 

 

Basic Documents             25 

 

 

Documents Submitted by Sidney Harris        39 

 

 

Documents Submitted by Fairfax County        45 
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VIRGINIA: 

 

 

BEFORE THE 

STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 

 

 

IN RE:  Appeal of Sidney Harris  

  Appeal No. 20-02 

 

 

REVIEW BOARD STAFF DOCUMENT 

 

Suggested Statement of Case History and Pertinent Facts 

 

1. On May 15, 2020, the Fairfax County Department of Code Compliance (County), 

the agency responsible for the enforcement of Part 1 of the 2015 Virginia Uniform Statewide 

Building Code (Virginia Construction Code or VCC), issued a Notice of Violation (Notice) to 

Sidney Harris (Harris), for the buildings, located at 5615 Hope Park Road in Fairfax County 

citing violations to VCC Sections 108.1 (When applications are required), 113.3 (Minimum 

inspections), 113.8 (Final inspection), and 116.1 (General; when to be issued) for the lack of 

proper permits, inspections, and final approvals. 

2. The County performed an inspection of the property on March 2, 2020 resulting 

in the issuance of a Stop Work Order (SWO) on March 5, 2020, ordering the immediate 

cessation of the violations.  The County confirmed on April 28, 2020 that the violations still 

existed.   

3. Harris filed a timely appeal to the Fairfax County Board of Building Code 

Appeals (local appeals board) stating, “All structures located on the premises in question, are 

within the code of compliance guidelines.  The Stop Work Orders issued references a completely 

different property, than the one listed in the Notice of Violation.”   The local appeals board 

denied the appeal for the work identified by the County performed on and within structures 
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located on the subject property without obtaining the appropriate permits, inspections, and final 

approvals required by the VCC.

4. On August 5, 2020, Harris further appealed to the Review Board asserting that the

structures, related to the Notice, were farm buildings and structures used to support the farming 

operations on the property located at 5615 Hope Park Road.    

5. This staff document along with a copy of all documents submitted will be sent to

the parties and opportunity given for the submittal of additions, corrections or objections to the 

staff document, and the submittal of additional documents or written arguments to be included in 

the information distributed to the Review Board members for the appeal hearing before the 

Review Board. 

Suggested Issues for Resolution by the Review Board 

1. Whether the SWO and the Notice reference the buildings on the property located

at 5615 Hope Park Road. 

2. Whether the buildings and structures located on the property located at 5615 Hope

Park Road, identified in the Notice of Violation, are farm buildings and structures in 

accordance with VCC Section 102.3 (Exemptions) #9. 

3. Whether to uphold the decision of the County and the local appeals board that

violations of the VCC Sections 108.1 (When applications are required), 113.3 (Minimum 

inspections), 113.8 (Final inspection), and 116.1 (General; when to be issued) for the lack of 

proper permits, inspections, and final approvals exist. 
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Basic Documents 
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County of Fairfax, Virginia 
10 protect ana enricti me quality or lite tor tne people, neignnornooas and diverse communities or Pairtax County 

LEGAL NOTICE 

STOP WORK ORDER-Correction 
DATE OF ISSUANCE: 

STOP WORK ORDER ISSUED TO: 

PROPERTY OWNER: 

March 5, 2020 

Sidney Tobias Harris, et al 
P 0 Box 220271 
Chantilly, VA 20153 

Sidney Tobias Harris, et at 
P 0 Box 220271 
Chantilly, VA 20153 

PROJECT ADDRESS: 5615 Hope Park Road TAX MAP NUMBER: 67-1 ((01)) 0012 
,APERMIT APPLICATION NUMBER: n/a 
ORDER: Pursuant to 2015 Virginia Construction Code (VCC) Section 114, Stop work order, you are hereby directed to 
cease all construction activity at the cited location. Failure to follow this order will result in additional enforcement 
action under the applicable state and county codes. 

EXPLANATION: Per Section 114.1, Issuance of order, when the building official or his agent(s) find work on any building 
or structure being executed contrary to the provision of the code or any pertinent laws or ordinances, or in a manner 
endangering the general public, a written stop work order may be issued. 

On March 3, 2020, county staff discovered that two structures were built that exceed 256 square feet without an issued 
building permit or associated trade permits. The county is issuing this Stop Work Order until the corrective actions have 
been completed. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION: 
1. Cease all construction activity and secure the job site. 
2. Apply and obtain all required building and trade permits. 
3. Obtain required inspections to include final on all permits. 

RIGHT TO APPEAL THIS NOTICE: As provided by the VCC Section 119.5, Right of appeal; filing of appeal application, you 
have the right to appeal this decision to the Local Board of Building Code Appeals, within 30 calendar days of receipt of 
this notice. You may call the secretary of the Board at 703-324-5175, TTY 711 for more information about the appeals 
process. 

Brian Foley, p.r. 
Building Official 

Cc: Debra McMahon, Building Permit Project Manager, Operations, LDS 
Steve Kendrick, Supervisor, Customer and Technical Support Center, LDS 
Hivi Faraj, PAC Supervisor, Customer and Technical Support Center, LDS 
Nicole McMahon, PAC Supervisor, Customer and Technical Support Center LDS 
Jim Canter, Chief, Inspections, Building Division, LDS 
Gary Wallace, Investigator, Department of Code Compliance 

Land Development Services 
12055 Government Center Parkway, Suite 659 

Fairfax, VA 22035-5504 
Phone: 703-324-1780, TTY: 711 

www.fairfaxcounty.govfianddevelopment 
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8/2013 

Please type or 
Print in Black Ink 

 

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
COUNTY OF FAIRFAX 

APPLICATION FOR APPEAL 
 

 

APPLICATION NO.  
   (Assigned by Staff) 
 
NAME OF APPELLANT: 
 
NATURE OF THE APPEAL: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DATE OF ORDER, REQUIREMENT, DECISION, DETERMINATION OR NOTICE OF VIOLATION WHICH 
IS SUBJECT TO THE APPEAL 
 
HOW IS THE APPELLANT AN AGGRIEVED PERSON?: 
 
 
 
IF APPEAL RELATES TO A SPECIFIC PROPERTY, PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 
 
POSTAL ADDRESS OF PROPERTY: 
 
TAX MAP DESCRIPTION: 
 

 
Type or Print Name of Appellant or Agent 
 

 
Signature of Appellant or Agent 
 

 
Address 
 

 
Telephone No:      Home      Work                                                               Cell 
 

Please type or print name, address, and phone number of contact person if different from above: 

 

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE 

Subdivision Name: 

Total Area (Acres/Square Feet): 

Present Zoning: 

Supervisor District: 

Date application received: Application Fee Paid: $ 

Date application accepted: 

32

SIDNEY HARRIS

MAY 15, 2020

OWNER

5615 HOPE PARK ROAD

0671 01 0072

SIDNEY HARRIS

PO BOX  220271 CHANTILLY, VA 20153

202-425-4718

All STRUCTURES LOCATED ON THE PREMISES IN QUESTION, ARE WITHIN THE  CODE OF COMPLIANCE GUIDELINES.

THE STOP WORK ORDERS ISSUED REFERENCES A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT PROPERTY, THAN THE ONE LISTED 

IN THE NOTICE OF VIOLATION



Building Code Appeal Request 

PROJECT INFORMATION 

Project Name:  

Project Address:  

Permit or case number:  Tax map number:  

APPLICANT INFORMATION 

Applicant Name:   Owner   Owner's agent 

Address:  

City:  State:  ZIP:  

Phone:  Email:  

OWNER INFORMATION 

 See applicant information 

Owner Name:   

Address:  

City:  State:  ZIP:  

Phone:  Email:  

APPEAL INFORMATION 

Appealing decision made on the date of by  Building Official  Fire Official  Property Maintenance Official 

rendered on the following date:  

Code(s) (IBC, IMC, IPMC, etc.) and year-edition:  

Section(s):  

REQUEST/SOLUTION 

Describe the code or design deficiency and practical difficulty in complying with the code provision: 

Please return the completed form and any supporting documentation to the address or email below. A $216.32 
fee is required at the time of submittal. This total fee includes a base fee of $208.00 plus a 4% technology 

surcharge. The application will not be further processed until this fee has been collected. 

Chairman, Fairfax County Board of Building Code Appeals 
12055 Government Center Parkway, Suite 334 

Fairfax, VA 22035-5504 
Attention: Secretary to the Board 

 buildingofficial@fairfaxcounty.gov Updated July 2019 33

mailto:buildingofficial@fairfaxcounty.gov
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August 3, 2020 

 

Relief sought by appellant:  

The Building Code is under the purview of the Department of Land Development Services. The 2015 

Virginia Construction Code, Chapter 1, Sect. 102.3, Par 9 exempts “farm buildings and structures”. 

 All buildings and structures listed in the agents report, supports the operations of the Farm, 

Located at 5615 Hope Park Road Fairfax, VA 22030. 

For that reason: I ask that all holds and notices of violation be removed from my account.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully Requested, 

 

Sidney Harris  
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Documents Submitted 
By Sidney Harris 
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STAFF MEMORANDUM TO THE  

LOCAL BOARD OF BUILDING AND FIRE CODE APPEALS 

 

HEARING DATE:  July 1, 2020 

 

APPELLANT:  Sidney Tobias Harris 

 

PROPERTY:   5615 Hope Park Road 

 Fairfax, VA 22030 

 

CODE:   2015 Construction Code 

 

INVESTIGATOR:  Gary M. Wallace 

Department of Code Compliance  

  

DCC CASE #: #: 201900211     SR#: 170161      

 

 

Staff respectfully recommends that the Fairfax County Board of Building and Fire Code 

Appeals (Board) uphold the Building Official’s determination that the Property is in violation 

of the Virginia Construction Code, Part I of the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code 

(USBC), 2015 Edition, effective September 4, 2018 (VCC). 

 

Staff Position 

 

In response to an appeal to the Board of Zoning Appeals, Department of Code Compliance 

Investigator Gary Wallace inspected the Property on March 20, 2020. During that inspection, 

Investigator Wallace observed the construction of a building with a chimney and deck on the 

northern section of the Property and another large structure on the southwest section of the 

Property—both without any required permit, inspection, or approval in violation of VCC 

§§ 108.1, 113.3, 113.8, and 116.1.  Accordingly, Investigator Wallace issued the attached 

Notice of Violation to the Appellant, Sidney Tobias Harris. 

 

Harris alleges that all structures on the Property are in compliance with the “code of 

compliance guidelines.” He also alleges that a previously issued Stop Work Order references a 

different property than that identified in the NOV that is the subject of this appeal.  

 

By failing to obtain any permit, inspection, or approval for the structures on the Property, 

Harris is in direct violation of the VCC §§ 108.1, 113.3, 113.8, and 116.1. VCC § 108.1 states: 

 

108.1 When applications are required. Application for a permit shall be made 

to the building official and a permit shall be obtained prior to the commencement 

MEMORANDUM 

U M 
 

C o u n t y  o f  F a i r f a x ,  V i r g i n i a  
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of any of the following activities, except that applications for emergency 

construction, alterations or equipment replacement shall be submitted by the end 

of the first working day that follows the day such work commences. In addition, 

the building official may authorize work to commence pending the receipt of an 

application or the issuance of a permit. 

 

VCC § 113.3 states:  

 

113.3 Minimum inspections. The following minimum inspections shall be 

conducted by the building official when applicable to the construction or permit:  

1. Inspection of footing excavations and reinforcement material for concrete 

footings prior to the placement of concrete.  

2. Inspection of foundation systems during phases of construction necessary to 

assure compliance with this code.  

3. Inspection of preparatory work prior to the placement of concrete.  

4. Inspection of structural members and fasteners prior to concealment.  

5. Inspection of electrical, mechanical and plumbing materials, equipment and 

systems prior to concealment. 

6. Inspection of energy conservation material prior to concealment.  

7. Final inspection. 

 

VCC § 113.8 states: 

 

113.8 Final inspection. Upon completion of a building or structure and before the 

issuance of a certificate of occupancy, a final inspection shall be conducted to 

ensure that any defective work has been corrected and that all work complies with 

the USBC and has been approved, including any work associated with 

modifications under Section 106.3. The building official shall be permitted to 

require the electrical service to a building or structure to be energized prior to 

conducting the final inspection. The approval of a final inspection shall be 

permitted to serve as the new certificate of occupancy required by Section 116.1 

in the case of additions or alterations to existing buildings or structures that 

already have a certificate of occupancy. 

 

VCC § 116.1 states: 

 

116.1 General; when to be issued. A certificate of occupancy indicating 

completion of the work for which a permit was issued shall be obtained prior to 

the occupancy of any building or structure, except as provided for in this section 

generally and as specifically provided for in Section 113.8 for additions or 

alterations. The certificate shall be issued after completion of the final inspection 

and when the building or structure is in compliance with this code and any 

pertinent laws or ordinances, or when otherwise entitled. The building official 

shall, however, issue a certificate of occupancy within five working days after 

being requested to do so, provided the building or structure meets all of the 

requirements for a certificate.  

42



Exception: A certificate of occupancy is not required for an accessory structure 

as defined in the IRC. 

 

Furthermore, while the Stop Work Order referenced in the NOV cites an incorrect tax map 

number, it cites the correct address, putting Harris on notice of the Property at issue. Moreover, 

the NOV, which is the subject of this appeal, cites the correct tax map number and property 

address. (See attached maps).  Accordingly, there is no ambiguity as to the Property cited in the 

NOV.  Additionally, the Appellant does not dispute that the violations cited in the NOV are on 

the property corresponding to the address and parcel number listed in the NOV. 

 

In conclusion, the appellant has failed to state a basis for overturning any decision of the 

Building Official. The unpermitted structures require building permits in accordance with 

VCC § 108.1, as well as inspections and ultimately certificates of occupancy in accordance 

with VCC §§ 113.3, 113.8, and 116.1. The NOV clearly put Harris on notice of the affected 

property. Therefore, the Building Official respectfully requests that the Board deny this appeal. 

 

 

Appellant Position 

 

Harris’s appeal application is attached.  
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Documents Submitted 
By Fairfax County 
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STAFF MEMORANDUM TO THE  

LOCAL BOARD OF BUILDING AND FIRE CODE APPEALS 

 

HEARING DATE:  July 1, 2020 

 

APPELLANT:  Sidney Tobias Harris 

 

PROPERTY:   5615 Hope Park Road 

 Fairfax, VA 22030 

 

CODE:   2015 Construction Code 

 

INVESTIGATOR:  Gary M. Wallace 

Department of Code Compliance  

  

DCC CASE #: #: 201900211     SR#: 170161      

 

 

Staff respectfully recommends that the Fairfax County Board of Building and Fire Code 

Appeals (Board) uphold the Building Official’s determination that the Property is in violation 

of the Virginia Construction Code, Part I of the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code 

(USBC), 2015 Edition, effective September 4, 2018 (VCC). 

 

Staff Position 

 

In response to an appeal to the Board of Zoning Appeals, Department of Code Compliance 

Investigator Gary Wallace inspected the Property on March 20, 2020. During that inspection, 

Investigator Wallace observed the construction of a building with a chimney and deck on the 

northern section of the Property and another large structure on the southwest section of the 

Property—both without any required permit, inspection, or approval in violation of VCC 

§§ 108.1, 113.3, 113.8, and 116.1.  Accordingly, Investigator Wallace issued the attached 

Notice of Violation to the Appellant, Sidney Tobias Harris. 

 

Harris alleges that all structures on the Property are in compliance with the “code of 

compliance guidelines.” He also alleges that a previously issued Stop Work Order references a 

different property than that identified in the NOV that is the subject of this appeal.  

 

By failing to obtain any permit, inspection, or approval for the structures on the Property, 

Harris is in direct violation of the VCC §§ 108.1, 113.3, 113.8, and 116.1. VCC § 108.1 states: 

 

108.1 When applications are required. Application for a permit shall be made 

to the building official and a permit shall be obtained prior to the commencement 

MEMORANDUM 

U M 
 

C o u n t y  o f  F a i r f a x ,  V i r g i n i a  
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of any of the following activities, except that applications for emergency 

construction, alterations or equipment replacement shall be submitted by the end 

of the first working day that follows the day such work commences. In addition, 

the building official may authorize work to commence pending the receipt of an 

application or the issuance of a permit. 

 

VCC § 113.3 states:  

 

113.3 Minimum inspections. The following minimum inspections shall be 

conducted by the building official when applicable to the construction or permit:  

1. Inspection of footing excavations and reinforcement material for concrete 

footings prior to the placement of concrete.  

2. Inspection of foundation systems during phases of construction necessary to 

assure compliance with this code.  

3. Inspection of preparatory work prior to the placement of concrete.  

4. Inspection of structural members and fasteners prior to concealment.  

5. Inspection of electrical, mechanical and plumbing materials, equipment and 

systems prior to concealment. 

6. Inspection of energy conservation material prior to concealment.  

7. Final inspection. 

 

VCC § 113.8 states: 

 

113.8 Final inspection. Upon completion of a building or structure and before the 

issuance of a certificate of occupancy, a final inspection shall be conducted to 

ensure that any defective work has been corrected and that all work complies with 

the USBC and has been approved, including any work associated with 

modifications under Section 106.3. The building official shall be permitted to 

require the electrical service to a building or structure to be energized prior to 

conducting the final inspection. The approval of a final inspection shall be 

permitted to serve as the new certificate of occupancy required by Section 116.1 

in the case of additions or alterations to existing buildings or structures that 

already have a certificate of occupancy. 

 

VCC § 116.1 states: 

 

116.1 General; when to be issued. A certificate of occupancy indicating 

completion of the work for which a permit was issued shall be obtained prior to 

the occupancy of any building or structure, except as provided for in this section 

generally and as specifically provided for in Section 113.8 for additions or 

alterations. The certificate shall be issued after completion of the final inspection 

and when the building or structure is in compliance with this code and any 

pertinent laws or ordinances, or when otherwise entitled. The building official 

shall, however, issue a certificate of occupancy within five working days after 

being requested to do so, provided the building or structure meets all of the 

requirements for a certificate.  
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Exception: A certificate of occupancy is not required for an accessory structure 

as defined in the IRC. 

 

Furthermore, while the Stop Work Order referenced in the NOV cites an incorrect tax map 

number, it cites the correct address, putting Harris on notice of the Property at issue. Moreover, 

the NOV, which is the subject of this appeal, cites the correct tax map number and property 

address. (See attached maps).  Accordingly, there is no ambiguity as to the Property cited in the 

NOV.  Additionally, the Appellant does not dispute that the violations cited in the NOV are on 

the property corresponding to the address and parcel number listed in the NOV. 

 

In conclusion, the appellant has failed to state a basis for overturning any decision of the 

Building Official. The unpermitted structures require building permits in accordance with 

VCC § 108.1, as well as inspections and ultimately certificates of occupancy in accordance 

with VCC §§ 113.3, 113.8, and 116.1. The NOV clearly put Harris on notice of the affected 

property. Therefore, the Building Official respectfully requests that the Board deny this appeal. 

 

 

Appellant Position 

 

Harris’s appeal application is attached.  
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R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!"&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$#!&#!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$(!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$ 58
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R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$(!$b!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$(!$b!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!"&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!"#!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!$&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!&)!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$(!"(!"$

V/KP%K-FF/=%190:%X-L;=%W/Q;B%\-KMB07%01%&#b%YF-.B<-11%2;9KF/P%2F-;:B%>/%;B%70<%X-L;=%

W//%\-KMB07%-7=%20A7<N%7//=B%<0%B<08%B/7=;7.%>;:%70<;K/BP%CC;FL/9:-7%^42*`%

B80M/%Q!>;:%-B%Q/FFP%R4S%f%CJ4%Q/9/%9/BK;7=/=P

20::/7<$?!$b!"$

2/9<;1;/=%W/<</9%a#$&b%&&"$%$$$"%""bc&%&cc#%Q-B%B/7<%<0%X-L;=%W/Q;B%\-KMB07%<0%

&#b%YF-.B<-11%2;9KF/H%+-9<;7BGA9.H%JS%")c$)

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%V/BK;7=/=$?!&$!"$

23R,UV456%a&%*CCIERUX%54'%E*V_%J*WW*2U*BB;.7/=%2-B/%50%I7B8/K<09$?!$(!"$

2-FF/=%R4SU2%Q>0%L/9;1;/=%<>-<%<>/9/%;B%70%/F/K<9;K-F%B/9L;K/%<0%<>;B%8908/9<N%09%

)(&#%608/%,-9M%V=P

20::/7<$"!"&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$"!"$!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$c!$(!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$"!"$!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$?!"c!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$"!"$!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$"!"$!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$?!$?!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$"!&&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$&!?&!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!?$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b
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R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$&!&#!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$"!&c!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$"!&c!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!?$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$&!""!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$&!""!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&$!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$"!&c!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&$!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!?$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$"!"c!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&$!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$&!$"!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$&!$ !"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!&b!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$&!""!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$&!$#!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!?$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$?!"c!"$

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=&"!"$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<&"!"$!&b

C80M/%Q;<>%Y9-7K>/B</9%E9//7/P%C>/%=0/B%70<%M70Q%Q>0%F;L/B%07%<>/%8908/9<NP%C>/%

=0/B%70<%M70Q%>0Q%:-7N%K>;=9/7%C>/99-F%E9//7/%>-=P%C>/%=0/B%70<%>-L/%-7N%

-==9/BB/BP%C>/%>-B%70%9/K09=%<>-<%C;=7/N%6-99;B%;B%-%9/F-<;L/P

2-FF/=%V/B807B;GF/%,-9<N&"!& !&b

207<;7A/=%A7<;F%&!"$!"$ZD-%*88/-F%d%R0L&&!"$!&b
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R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$(!$(!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$#!?&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$(!$(!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!?&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!?&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!?&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!?&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$)!?&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!?&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$(!"&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!?&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!?&!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$(!&&!&b

U:-;F%<0%X5*%<0%K071;9:%8908/9<N%0Q7/9BP+;BK/FF-7/0AB$)!?$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F%V/K/;8<%VKL/=$(!&$!&b

R0<;K/%41%S;0F-<;07%C/7<$)!?&!&b

C/7<%/:-;F%<0%,/..;%Q;<>%X22%W/<<;7.%M70Q%<>-<%;%KF0B/=%:N%K-B/P+;BK/FF-7/0AB$?!$ !&b

S;B;</=%<>/%B;</%<0%K>/KM%<>/%/90B;07%K07<90FB%-7=%<>/%B<;G;F;D-<;07%<>/%F-7=%

=;B<A9G-7K/%;B%A7=/9%"H)$$

+;BK/FF-7/0AB$?!$(!&b

2-FF/=%+9%6-99;B%<0%F/<%>;:%M70Q%<>-<%I]:%;7B8/K<;7.%<>/%B;</%GN%<>/%/7=%01%<>/%Q//M%

?!&!"$&b

2-FF/=%,908/9<N%+-7-./:/7<$"!"#!&b

K-FF/=%+9%6-99;B%50%K>/KM%07%<>/%B<-<AB%01%<>/%U90B;07%207<90FB%>/%B-;=%>/%;B%Q09M;7.%

07

2-FF/=%S;0F-<09$"!&)!&b

38=-</'%"!)!"$&b%WX,4Z%-7=%X22%:/<%Q;<>%+9P%S/9707H%07/%01%<>/%0Q7/9P%-FB0H%+9P%

C;=7/N%6-99;B%Q-B%89/B/7<%<0%=;BKABB/=%<>/%;BBA/B%9/.-9=;7.%<>/%K0:8F-;7<%109%<>/%

F-7=%=;B<A9G-7K/%-7=%<>/%X22%<00M%K-9/%<>/;9%8-9<%89/</7=;7.%<0%-FF%<>/%VS]CH%K-9%-7=%

/@A;8:

+//<;7.$"!$(!&b

,/..N%X/F/-7%^X22`%\/BAB%V;K0%*99/0F-H%-7=%Z9-7=N%+A/FF/9%^WXC`%:/<%Q;<>%J;FF;-:%

S/9707%\-KMB07%^)#&`%(()d&)&#%f%CN=7/N%6-99;B%^^"$"`%c")dc#& %<0%=;BKABB%F-7=%

=;B<A9GH%V,*H%-7=%D07;7.%L;0F-<;07BP

+//<;7.$"!$)!&b

/:-;F%<0%<07N%-7=%X-L;=%<0%>/F8%:/%<0%1;7=%-7N%;7109:-<;07%109%-7N%01%<>/%8908/9<N%

0Q7/9BP%+9P%6-99;B%C;=7/N%-7=%+9P%S/9707%07/%01%<>/%0Q7/9B%Q-7<B%<0%K0:/%-7=%

://<%07%5A/B=-NH%Y/G9A-9N%)H%"$&b

+;BK/FF-7/0AB$"!$c!&b

"!&!"$&b%Q/%Q;FF%:/<%Q;<>%X22%<0%=;BKABB%<>/%B;<A-<;07%07%+07=-NH%Y/G9A-9N%cH%"$&b%

38=-</='"!c!"$&b%:/<%Q;<>%X22%-FB0%B/7<%-7%/:-;F%<0%<07N%-7=%X-L;=%<0%>/F8%:/%<0%

1;7=%-7N%;7109:-<;07%109%-7N%01%<>/%8908/9<N%0Q7/9BP%+9P%6-99;B%C;=7/N%-7=%+9P%

S/9707%07/

+//<;7.$"!$c!&b

K-FF/=%C;=7/N%6*99;B%<0%K>/KM%07%<>/%B<-AB%01%8901%01%0Q7/9B>;8%01%<>/%8908/9<N%>/%

Q-7<B%<0%G9;7.%L/9707%07/%01%<>/%0Q7/9%<0%0A9%011;K/%<0%-=9/BB%<>/%;BBA/P>/%Q;FF%K-FF%

:/%Q;<>%=-N!<;:/P

2-FF/=%S;0F-<09$"!$&!&b

4Q7/9%01%<>/%-=O-K/7<%8908/9<N%7/Q%V,*%K0:8F-;7<%Q;FF%G/%K9/-</=%109%<>/%

/7K90-K>:/7<%;7%<>/%V,*P

+;BK/FF-7/0AB$&!" !&b

K-FF/=%+9%>-99;B%CN=7/N%<0%K>/KM%07%<>/%B<-<AB%01%<>/%8901%01%0Q7/9B>;8%01%<>/%

8908/9<N%P

2-FF/=%S;0F-<09$&!" !&b

2-FF/=%<>/%0Q7/9%109%<>/%-=O-K/7<%8908/9<N%8-9K/Fa%$(#&%$&%$$(#%B80M/%Q;<>

B>/%B-;=%<>-<%B>/%7/L/9%-A<>09;D/=%-7N%Q09M%G//7%=07/%07%>/9%8908/9<N%;%

Q0AF=%F;M/%<0%BK>/=AF/%07B;</%://<;7.%-B%B007%-B%80BB;GF/P

+;BK/FF-7/0AB$&!"c!&b

K-FF/=%<>/%8908/9<N%:-7-./9%2%*RX%U%C/9L;K/B%%109%<>/%-=O-K/7<%8-9/K/F%190:%)(&)%

>08/%8-9M%V=%<0%K-FF%:/%G-KM%<0%L/9;1;/=%;1%<>/N%-FF0Q%+9%6-99;B%<0%K0:/%-K90BB%<>/;9%

8908/9<N%-7=%=9/BB%A8%<>/%/g;B<;7.%=;9<%=9;L/Q-NP

2-FF/=%,908/9<N%+-7-./:/7<$&!""!&b

2T4RU%a&%*CCIERUX%54'%E*V_%J*WW*2U*BB;.7/=%2-B/%50%I7B8/K<09$&!& !&b
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I7B8/K<09]B%20::/7<B'%+/<%Q;<>%+9P%CN=7/N%07%&!&#!"$&b%8/9%Q>-<%>/%B-;=%>/%;B%

KF/-7;7.%A8%<>/%8908/9<NH%-7=%>-AF;7.%;7%1;FF%=;9<%<0%1;FFd;7%<>/%F0Q%B80<B%.9-=/%<>/%F-7=%

<0%8F-7<%.9-BBP%<>/%F-7=%=;B<A9G-7K/%;B%-8890g;:-</FN%(H)$$%C@P%1//<%+9P%CN=7/N%Q;F

2-FF/=%S;0F-<09$&!& !&b

UYI,W*R%a&%*CCIERUX%54'%\%\UC3C%VI24%*VVU4W**BB;.7/=%2-B/%50%I7B8/K<09$&!& !&b

+/<%Q;<>%+9P%CN=7/NH%07B;</%07%&!&#!"$&b%8/9%+9P%6-99;B%B-;=%<>-<%%>/%;B%G//7%

KF/-7;7.%A8%<>/%8908/9<N%-7=%>-AF%;7%B0:/%1;FF%=;9<%<0%.9-=/%0A<%<>/%F0Q%B80<B%-7=%
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MAP #: 0671 01 0072
HARRIS SIDNEY TOBIAS 5615 HOPE PARK RD 

Owner

Name HARRIS SIDNEY TOBIAS,

Mailing Address PO BOX 220271 CHANTILLY VA 20153

Book 26187

Page 0114

Co-Owners

JACKSON DAVID LEE

JACKSON-WILKERSON ADIA

JACKSON JESSICA

GREENE JEREMY

Parcel

Property Location 5615 HOPE PARK RD FAIRFAX VA 22030

Map # 0671 01 0072

Tax District 80000

District Name SPRINGFIELD

Land Use Code Vacant Land

Land Area (acreage) 6

Land Area (SQFT)

Zoning Description RC(Res Conservation 1DU/5AC)

Utilities WATER NOT AVAILABLE

SEWER NOT AVAILABLE

GAS NOT AVAILABLE

County Inventory of Historic Sites NO

County Historic Overlay District NO

For further information about the Fairfax County Historic 

Overlay Districts, CLICK HERE

For properties within the towns of Herndon, Vienna or Clifton 

please contact the town to determine if the property is within 

a town historic district.

Street/Road UNPAVED

Site Description NON-BUILDABLE-NO PERC-NO SEWER

Legal Description
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  1 of 4  

Legal Description PT HOPE PARK

PT LT 13

Sales History

Date Amount Seller Buyer

04/17/2020 $0 HARRIS SIDNEY TOBIAS HARRIS SIDNEY TOBIAS

04/19/2019 $0 JACKSON WILLIAM VERNON HARRIS SIDNEY TOBIAS

01/06/2011 $0 JACKSON WILLIAM VERNON JACKSON WILLIAM VERNON

01/06/2011 $0 GREEN FRED JACKSON WILLIAM VERNON

Sales

Date 04/17/2020

Amount $0

Seller HARRIS SIDNEY TOBIAS

Buyer HARRIS SIDNEY TOBIAS

Notes No consideration

Deed Book and Page 26187-0114

Additional Notes

Values

Tax Year 2020

Current Land $97,000

Current Building $0

Current Assessed Total $97,000

Tax Exempt NO

Note

Values History

Tax Year Land Building Assessed Total Tax Exempt

2019 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO

2018 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO

2017 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO

2016 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO

2015 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO

2014 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO

2013 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO

2012 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO

2011 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO

2010 $97,000 $0 $97,000 NO
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2009 $97,000 $900 $97,900 NO

2008 $97,000 $1,000 $98,000 NO

2007 $451,000 $4,000 $455,000 NO

2006 $447,000 $4,000 $451,000 NO

2005 $302,000 $4,000 $306,000 NO

2004 $280,000 $3,555 $283,555 NO

2003 $168,000 $3,555 $171,555 NO

2002 $140,000 $3,555 $143,555 NO

2001 $120,000 $3,555 $123,555 NO

2000 $120,000 $3,555 $123,555 NO

General Information

Need Help?
For questions and requests for information about the Real Estate site, call 703-222-8234 or CLICK 

HERE

Disclaimer/Privacy Policy
Under Virginia State law these records are public information. Display of this information on the 

Internet is specifically authorized by Va. Code 58.1-3122.2 (1998). See the Virginia State Code to 

read the pertinent enabling statute. 

If you believe any data provided is inaccurate or if you have any comments about this site, we would 

like to hear from you. Owner names will be withheld from the Internet record upon request. Comments 

or requests may be made via e-mail to the Real Estate Division at Real Estate Division or by phone at 

(703) 222-8234.

While Fairfax County has attempted to ensure that the data contained in this file is accurate and 

reflects the property's characteristics, Fairfax County makes no warranties, expressed or implied, 

concerning the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or suitability of this data. Fairfax County does not 

assume any liability associated with the use or misuse of this data. 

Last Refresh

Date

Data last refreshed: 25/Aug/2020 DB:PORA34CUR

  Source: Fairfax County Department

of Tax Administration, Real Estate Division. 
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 1                      P R O C E E D I N G S
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  This is Dave
  

 3   Conover, again, and I am going to call the meeting back
  

 4   to order.
  

 5                  And we are going to take our second appeal
  

 6   which is regarding Hope Park Road.  This is Appeal Number
  

 7   200617.0AP.
  

 8                  And I believe earlier in the call we took
  

 9   roll.  Sidney Harris was here, so I am going to open the
  

10   floor up to Sidney and/or those speaking on his behalf
  

11   regarding the appeal.  And, again, when you re speaking,
  

12   please state your name.  Mr. Harris.
  

13                  MR. HARRIS:  Yes, Sidney Harris.  Thank
  

14   you.  Good morning, everyone.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Good morning.
  

16                  MR. HARRIS:  I am appealing, again, the
  

17   decision that was made to, I guess, the stop work orders
  

18   and the notice that basically states that I needed
  

19   certain provisions in order to continue completing, I
  

20   guess, the finalization of the two constructed buildings
  

21   that were recently renovated, constructed to, pretty
  

22   much, not perish in a short period of time.
  

23                  The first objection would be the fact that
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 1   the notice that was issued -- the stop work order notice
  

 2   that was issued was issued with the wrong identifier.  I
  

 3   guess the land code or the tax map ID.
  

 4                  And I called them to speak on that prior
  

 5   to appealing this particular notice, because I didn t
  

 6   know if it applied to me or not.  I know it had the --
  

 7   the address was correct, but not the actual tax map ID.
  

 8   I didn t know if it was in conjunction with some other
  

 9   case and the documents got mixed up or not.  Didn t know.
  

10                  Secondly, when the sheriff s department
  

11   came to the location, I actually -- what they were
  

12   stating was that these buildings were larger than 256
  

13   square feet.
  

14                  I then allowed them to take out a
  

15   measuring tape, which I did, and I showed them in no way,
  

16   shape, fashion or form, despite what the notice said, are
  

17   these buildings greater than 256 square feet.  And, also,
  

18   the picture that was taken was enlarged to make it look a
  

19   lot bigger than what it actually is.
  

20                  And the use right now that the property is
  

21   for, as far as agricultural usage, in going through the
  

22   -- I m going through the codes, going through everything
  

23   that I needed to do prior, even calling to see whether or
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 1   not when these were erected and any renovations to any
  

 2   existing shed of how feed, anything that I needed to do
  

 3   were complied with.
  

 4                  Secondly -- I mean, thirdly -- excuse me
  

 5   -- the -- I think it s the stack, the renovations to one
  

 6   of the buildings that s in question was renovated and
  

 7   nothing stated that any permits, any type of -- anything
  

 8   that I needed it for were necessary or needed, necessary
  

 9   or needed, and that s why once the notices were presented
  

10   on the building, they were left in that condition.  I
  

11   have not done anything to them since then in order to be
  

12   in compliance.
  

13                  And that s all I ve ever wanted to do is
  

14   be in compliance with the County.  I have never tried to
  

15   be rogue or do anything outside of the scope of what s
  

16   permitted, whether it be permitted uses or for my animals
  

17   and to make sure that they are in a safe environment once
  

18   they re here.
  

19                  The reason I really appealed this was
  

20   because it prevents me from actually applying for any
  

21   more permits or any permit which are necessary for the
  

22   new house or a house to be placed on this particular
  

23   property different from the one that is already -- or was
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 1   here prior and, from 1896, modified since then.
  

 2                  There were several homes on this property.
  

 3   And then my aunt, which is next door, subdivided her
  

 4   property from the existing eight acres which at that time
  

 5   it showed as two different parcels.
  

 6                  And I apologize because my phone keeps
  

 7   going in and out.  I see I have an incoming call.
  

 8                  But other than that, all the violation
  

 9   stated was in the inspector s write-up.  According to the
  

10   plans and the provisions that I went over and that I read
  

11   and that I also conversed with the ordinances and the
  

12   individuals was within compliance of the usage that are
  

13   permitted on the property and within the county.
  

14                  I will yield there.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr.
  

16   Harris.
  

17                  Board Members, do you have any questions
  

18   for Mr. Harris?
  

19                  MR. PAGE:  Yeah, David, this is George
  

20   Page.  I have a couple of questions for Mr. Harris.
  

21                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead, George.
  

22                  MR. PAGE:  Mr. Harris, the building, the
  

23   chimney and deck on the northern section of the property,
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 1   is that a dwelling, is it a shed, is it a barn?  What is
  

 2   that?
  

 3                  MR. HARRIS:  That s actually a storage
  

 4   facility at the time.  There s three of them and -- well,
  

 5   actually, I take that back.
  

 6                  The chimney smokestack has -- right now,
  

 7   it has feed and different material inside of it so that
  

 8   the material is safe.
  

 9                  At one point we had mobile minis here and
  

10   the mobile minis were protecting all of the material.
  

11   But then based on cleaning the property up or taking
  

12   certain things out, because I m only allowed to have the
  

13   mobile minis for a certain period of time, then they were
  

14   moved from the mobile minis inside.
  

15                  MR. PAGE:  Okay.  My second question is
  

16   the large structure on the southwest section of the
  

17   property, is that a dwelling, is it a shed, is it a
  

18   storage shed?  What is that?
  

19                  MR. HARRIS:  Those two are storage sheds.
  

20   The ones that were taken pictures of -- that the County
  

21   actually took pictures of were all based on agricultural
  

22   usages.
  

23                  The one picture with the smokestack and
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 1   chimney, if you -- going back through the records, I have
  

 2   been trying to work with and deal with the real estate
  

 3   assessment tax office.
  

 4                  At one point in time, this property was --
  

 5   it was inhabited on a 2011 appeal from my cousin.  The
  

 6   rectification of that was to remove all dwellings from
  

 7   the property.  And we have been in the last, I m going to
  

 8   say, eight months, along with the pandemic, trying to
  

 9   resolve that particular issue.  And I have involved my
  

10   attorney in doing that and correcting that problem.  So
  

11   that s a clerical error.
  

12                  MR. PAGE:  Okay.  So they re all
  

13   agricultural storage somethings; right?
  

14                  MR. HARRIS:  At this point, yes.  I m
  

15   going to say, the ones that were erected.  The ones in
  

16   question right now, the ones that we re talking about,
  

17   the erected ones, yes.  Those were agricultural storage
  

18   units.
  

19                  MR. PAGE:  The ones that the County has
  

20   taken issue with?
  

21                  MR. HARRIS:  That is correct.
  

22                  MR. PAGE:  All right.  And what is the
  

23   250-square-foot issue?
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 1                  MR. HARRIS:  The 256 square foot or less,
  

 2   it basically requires you to have a permit.  If you are
  

 3   greater than 256 square feet, according to the code that
  

 4   I read, you re required to have a permit.
  

 5                  But I m also conflicted with the code that
  

 6   basically deals with agricultural usage or purposes, like
  

 7   a barn.  If -- like the lean-to -- like in the woods
  

 8   right there, there s a barn that basically needs repair,
  

 9   but does that need a permit if it s for agricultural
  

10   purposes?  Am I just going to leave it alone until the
  

11   house is actually built?  What am I going to do?  And
  

12   that s based on the information that I would obtain to be
  

13   code-compliant --
  

14                  MR. PAGE:  All right.
  

15                  MR. HARRIS:  -- because since 1896, that
  

16   was this was used for.  We have a pond stocked full of
  

17   fish, we have chickens, and I m trying to move from one
  

18   place to the other the horses.  So I can t do that until
  

19   the fields are properly treated or landscaped.
  

20                  MR. PAGE:  Okay.  I have no more
  

21   questions.  Thank you very much, Mr. Harris.
  

22                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Any other Board Member
  

23   questions?
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 1                  [No response.]
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  I m going to
  

 3   turn it over to the County.
  

 4                  MR. SHUMATE:  Wait.  I have a question.
  

 5   I m sorry, David.  This is Daren.  I ve got a question.
  

 6                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Daren.
  

 7                  MR. SHUMATE:  My question is is there
  

 8   actually a home on the property right now?  Is there a
  

 9   home on the property now?
  

10                  MR. HARRIS:  That is correct.  It s not
  

11   being allowed to be occupied because of like that
  

12   clerical error.  Again, that s something that I have to
  

13   address with the tax assessment office.
  

14                  MR. SHUMATE:  And you said that this
  

15   building is under 256 square feet?
  

16                  MR. HARRIS:  That is correct, or right at.
  

17   I ve taken measurements.
  

18                  But the one picture that you see with the
  

19   -- that was an extension of the existing property, but I
  

20   figured if we -- because of the complaint -- I mean,
  

21   excuse me -- not of the complaint, but the issue that was
  

22   at hand was the footage or the size of the building.
  

23   Instead of putting a chicken coop or something on the
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 1   side of it, we just built it elsewhere.  We just simply
  

 2   fixed it up and put it at a different location on the
  

 3   property.
  

 4                  MR. SHUMATE:  Okay.  And that -- well, the
  

 5   one building, it looks like it s on an old concrete slab.
  

 6   You ve got it on four little -- four concrete corner
  

 7   blocks --
  

 8                  MR. HARRIS:  Correct.
  

 9                  MR. SHUMATE:  -- that is a storage shed?
  

10                  MR. HARRIS:  That is correct.  That is not
  

11   a permanent building.
  

12                  MR. SHUMATE:  And the one picture that s
  

13   got like the double doors and a gable --
  

14                  MR. HARRIS:  Correct, correct.
  

15                  MR. SHUMATE:  -- that s an addition to an
  

16   existing structure?
  

17                  MR. HARRIS:  I m sorry.
  

18                  MR. SHUMATE:  That s an addition to an
  

19   existing structure?
  

20                  MR. HARRIS:  Oh, I m sorry.  That is a
  

21   renovation to an existing structure.  That is correct.
  

22   Yes, sir.
  

23                  MR. SHUMATE:  And that original structure,
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 1   was that originally a house?  Was it originally a
  

 2   residential dwelling?
  

 3                  MR. HARRIS:  That s correct.
  

 4                  MR. SHUMATE:  It was?
  

 5                  MR. HARRIS:  Yes, sir.
  

 6                  MR. SHUMATE:  Okay.
  

 7                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Other questions from
  

 8   the Board?
  

 9                  [No response.]
  

10                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  I have one, Mr. Harris.
  

11                  The picture I m looking at that s got the
  

12   Lowe s and Tyvek vapor retarder, air infiltration
  

13   retarder on it and appears that there s double doors and
  

14   windows on either side with exterior vinyl siding --
  

15   there s some sort of siding almost up to the top roof
  

16   pitch -- I see on the left side a chimney exit.  What is
  

17   that chimney connected to?
  

18                  MR. HARRIS:  It was connected to an old
  

19   school wood-burning stove.  You know how they used to --
  

20   I guess it was a cooking stove and wood stove at the same
  

21   time.  That s what that was connected to.
  

22                  But the chute had backed up so much and
  

23   hadn t been cleaned, that s why you see a new one up
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 1   there, because the flue -- I m sorry, the flue was just
  

 2   completely ruined -- I mean, not ruined, but it was just
  

 3   old.
  

 4                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  So, again, I m looking
  

 5   at a chimney cap and chimney above the roof line.  What
  

 6   is it currently connected to, anything?
  

 7                  MR. HARRIS:  No, sir.
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  What s it going to be
  

 9   connected to?
  

10                  MR. HARRIS:  No.  It was connected to the
  

11   same chimney -- I mean the same fire stove/fireplace, the
  

12   old school fireplace.  That s what it was connected to at
  

13   one point.
  

14                  We simply -- in order to install the new
  

15   chimney vent, the existing vent had to be -- or the
  

16   existing placement of the stove had to be removed so that
  

17   that could be placed in.  It couldn t be placed in at the
  

18   same time that the stove was connected to it, as well.
  

19                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Again, I m still --
  

20   sorry.  I m a little confused.
  

21                  So what -- so it s not connected to
  

22   anything and will not be connected to anything or is it
  

23   your intent to -- if I heard you, the flue pipe was
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 1   blocked up, wasn t working, et cetera, et cetera.  It
  

 2   used to be a wood stove in there.
  

 3                  You put in new vent pipe and then you re
  

 4   going to connect it to a wood stove?
  

 5                  MR. HARRIS:  I apologize for the
  

 6   confusion.
  

 7                  We re talking about -- this particular
  

 8   structure that you re talking about has been there more
  

 9   than a year and a half now.  So when I speak, I m sorry
  

10   if I m speaking in the wrong tense.
  

11                  At the time the structure was -- the pipe
  

12   or the flue was replaced, the stove was removed and put
  

13   back in the same location that it was taken out of in
  

14   order to have that repair done.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  So this structure will,
  

16   I guess, if construction continues and you finish it,
  

17   will have a freestanding wood-burning stove in it with a
  

18   working flue/chimney; is that correct?
  

19                  MR. HARRIS:  That is correct.  What was in
  

20   it before is what s still in it, except for the new cap
  

21   and the collar.  That s correct.
  

22                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Thank you.
  

23                  Okay, any other questions?
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 1                  [No response.]
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  All right.  I m going
  

 3   to turn it over to the County and, again, remind folks
  

 4   we ve got all of the documentation, pictures, et cetera.
  

 5                  But I ll turn it over to the County.
  

 6   Please indicate who is speaking, and then the floor is
  

 7   yours.
  

 8                  MS. SILVERMAN:  This is Sara Silverman
  

 9   from the County Attorney s Office.  I m going to -- let
  

10   me turn my volume down a little bit.
  

11                  What I d like to do is allow Gary Wallace,
  

12   who is the investigator, to address the facts of the case
  

13   and then I ll be able to respond to some points.
  

14                  I think Mr. Wallace can give the history
  

15   on the inspections and he can also give some history on
  

16   some prior inspections that he s done related to zoning
  

17   and to sort of address the accuracy of what has or hasn t
  

18   been on the property in the past or at least what s been
  

19   observed.  We ve had a number of inspections surrounding
  

20   the property and actually the aerials.
  

21                  So I will turn it over to Mr. Wallace now,
  

22   and then when he s done I can address specific points Mr.
  

23   Harris has made.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Thank you.
  

 2                  MR. WALLACE:  This is Gary Wallace of the
  

 3   Department of Code Compliance.  Request permission to
  

 4   speak.
  

 5                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Yes, go ahead.  Sorry.
  

 6                  MR. WALLACE:  All right.  Let s start with
  

 7   the problem at hand right now, the notice of violation.
  

 8                  This notice of violation that Mr. Harris
  

 9   is appealing is based on an inspection I did in
  

10   preparation for a hearing before the Board of Zoning
  

11   Appeals regarding unrelated zoning violations;
  

12   specifically, on 3-2-20, I went to an adjoining property
  

13   with the permission of the owner of the adjoining
  

14   property because Mr. Harris refused to grant me
  

15   permission to the property -- to have access to the
  

16   property.
  

17                  While I was there for my follow-up
  

18   inspection for the upcoming zoning appeals, I observed
  

19   several structures that were not there the last time I
  

20   did perform an inspection.
  

21                  One of those structures observed appeared
  

22   to be well in excess of the requirement from being exempt
  

23   from a building permit, based on my experience as a
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 1   technical assistant.  A second structure appeared to be
  

 2   also that exceeded the size from being exempt from
  

 3   obtaining a building permit.
  

 4                  I then returned to the office, opened an
  

 5   unpermitted case, had it assigned to me.  I sent a notice
  

 6   of violation that clearly identified the subject property
  

 7   on 5-15-20.  It was posted on the property by the sheriff
  

 8   on 5-15-20.  A copy of the NOV was also sent to Mr.
  

 9   Harris via certified mail.  It was marked delivered on 5-
  

10   18-20.  It was sent to his P.O. Box address in Chantilly.
  

11                  On top of that, I d like to add with
  

12   investigating my zoning violation, the County clearly has
  

13   pictures of no structures at all where these structures
  

14   now exist.
  

15                  MS. SILVERMAN:  This is Sara Silverman.
  

16   Permission to speak.
  

17                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead, Sara.
  

18                  MS. SILVERMAN:  Okay.  So I d like to
  

19   address several points.
  

20                  Specifically, just first, Mr. Wallace --
  

21   or Mr. Harris is addressing a stop work order.  Given the
  

22   history of this case, you can see Mr. Wallace s
  

23   investigation was actually in March.  There was a stop
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 1   work order issued, but that is not the notice that is
  

 2   being appealed.  You will see attached to his appeal, he
  

 3   attached the notice of violation that was later issued.
  

 4   There is no problem with the parcel number in that notice
  

 5   of violation.  I would say the stop work order.  I think
  

 6   it s completely disingenuous to suggest that, given the
  

 7   property address is correct, that the parcel number was
  

 8   incorrect on the tax map and caused confusion.
  

 9                  But with that said, that s not the notice
  

10   that is being appealed.  And the stop work order is long
  

11   outside the time period allowed for an appeal, so that s
  

12   not what we re here for.
  

13                  In terms of disputing the size of the
  

14   structures, this is Mr. Harris  appeal.  Beyond alleging
  

15   that the sheriff came and he had done some measurements,
  

16   he s not presented the measurements, he s not presented
  

17   the actual size.  he doesn t have any pictures of, you
  

18   know, tape measures on the structures.  So these are
  

19   self-serving statements where he has presented no
  

20   evidence to support.  So I don t think that his appeal
  

21   can be granted on that basis.
  

22                  You know, he claims that this is going to
  

23   be an agricultural use.  Again, we don t have concerns of
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 1   anything.  There s no -- we have no evidence that there s
  

 2   any agricultural activity on the property.
  

 3                  I was trying to scour my inbox and just in
  

 4   the spur of the moment was not able to do it.  I would,
  

 5   if given a minute, have some rebuttal evidence on that.
  

 6   I wasn t anticipating his position quite in this nature
  

 7   where he says he has animals on the property and has
  

 8   agricultural activity.
  

 9                  At the recent BZA hearing, Mr. Harris
  

10   admitted pictures of his property that he claims were
  

11   recent, so I think that those pictures would be relevant
  

12   if you wanted to see whether there was agricultural
  

13   activity.
  

14                  Regardless, the property is zoned
  

15   residential, currently.  He has submitted no use --
  

16   request for use determination to convert it to
  

17   agriculture and from our inspections, we can t see any
  

18   evidence of agricultural activity.
  

19                  So, again, this is his appeal.  Beyond his
  

20   testimony, he s presented no corroborating evidence, so I
  

21   don t think that that can support his appeal.
  

22                  And as Mr. Wallace testified, we have no
  

23    -- we know that these were not existing structures.  We
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 1   do have aerials, and I know that you received some.
  

 2   There were some police flyover aerials that we also have
  

 3   that I could, in a moment, locate for you and email if
  

 4   you feel that you need that evidence.
  

 5                  But I think that s all I have for now.
  

 6   But if you have any questions, we re happy to answer
  

 7   them.
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Thank you, Sara.  Board
  

 9   Members, any questions?
  

10                  MR. WALLACE:  Investigator Wallace.
  

11   Request permission to speak.
  

12                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead.
  

13                  MR. WALLACE:  Yes, sir.  If Mr. Harris
  

14   says the buildings under the requirement of obtaining
  

15   permit, why doesn t he let me on the property so I can
  

16   assess that and then we can move forward from there?
  

17                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Oh, I m sorry.  I am
  

18   confused.  I thought the County was done with their
  

19   testimony.  I was asking for questions from the Board.
  

20                  MR. WALLACE:  Then just forget about that
  

21   then.  I m sorry.
  

22                  MR. PAGE:  David, this is George Page.  I
  

23   have a couple of questions for the County.
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 1                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead, George.
  

 2                  MR. PAGE:  Okay.  First of all, well, I
  

 3   guess I ll just direct this to Sara, because I don t know
  

 4   who else would be better qualified to answer.
  

 5                  If the structures were under 256 feet --
  

 6   and I didn t see that in the code book when I checked --
  

 7   but if the structures were under 256 square feet, would
  

 8   that makes a difference for this appeal?
  

 9                  MS. SILVERMAN:  Yes, that would.  There is
  

10   an exemption in the code for structures under 256 square
  

11   feet in terms of the requirement for building permits.
  

12   However, we don t have -- they appear to exceed 256
  

13   square feet, I think, you know, comfortably.  I don t
  

14   think there s any question about the structure with the
  

15   chimney.
  

16                  And Mr. Wallace experienced viewing many
  

17   that (inaudible) was also in excess, and Mr. Harris did
  

18   not come in with any measurements to dispute that.
  

19                  MR. PAGE:  Okay.  I have another question.
  

20   Let s say it is under -- let s say a structure is under
  

21   256 square feet.  If it s got electrical service or a
  

22   chimney, does that make a difference?
  

23                  MS. SILVERMAN:  I will defer back to Mr.
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 1   Wallace because, as a technical assistant, he actually
  

 2   deals with those aspects of the code more than I do.
  

 3                  MR. PAGE:  Go ahead, Mr. Wallace.
  

 4                  MR. WALLACE:  Investigator Wallace,
  

 5   Department of Code Compliance.  Request permission to
  

 6   speak.
  

 7                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead.
  

 8                  INVESTIGATOR WALLACE:  Okay.
  

 9                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Thank you.
  

10                  INVESTIGATOR WALLACE:  Yeah, if he ran
  

11   plumbing, electrical, mechanical.  Even if it was a shed
  

12   that didn t require a permit, it would still require a
  

13   permit for the electrical, mechanical and plumbing.
  

14                  The other issues we have is there s no
  

15   primary use.  So even if it was under 256 square feet, it
  

16   still wouldn t be allowed on the property.
  

17                  MR. PAGE:  Okay.  And, finally, I have a
  

18   question -- I m going to bump this one back to Sara
  

19   Silverman, again.  Again, this is George Page.
  

20                  Sara, you said the area was zoned
  

21   residential.  Does that mean you cannot claim an
  

22   agricultural exemption for a structure?
  

23                  MS. SILVERMAN:  He would need to submit
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 1   evidence that it was agricultural and, typically, you get
  

 2   a use determination from the zoning administrator to make
  

 3   that determination.
  

 4                  So I am not suggesting that merely because
  

 5   it s zoned agricultural does not mean that he can t have
  

 6   an agricultural use or the agricultural use exemption
  

 7   doesn t apply.  But the reference was just because we
  

 8   have no evidence to support the agricultural beyond his
  

 9   testimony today.
  

10                  MR. PAGE:  Okay, thank you very much.  I
  

11   have no more questions, David.
  

12                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  Other Board
  

13   Members, questions?
  

14                  [No response.]
  

15                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  I have one for
  

16   the County.
  

17                  I m looking at the building code appeal
  

18   request form.
  

19                  MR. SHUMATE:  David, when you have a
  

20   moment, I have a question.  I apologize.
  

21                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead.
  

22                  MR. SHUMATE:  All right.  My question, the
  

23   appeal is basically for the building.  The zoning is not
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 1   an issue in this appeal.  Am I correct in that?
  

 2                  MS. SILVERMAN:  You are correct.  This is
  

 3   Sara Silverman.  There is a separate zoning appeal that
  

 4   Mr. Harris has filed.
  

 5                  MR. SHUMATE:  Our evaluation has to do
  

 6   with the physical structures that are constructed without
  

 7   permits and without inspections?
  

 8                  MS. SILVERMAN:  Yes, correct.
  

 9                  MR. SHUMATE:  Okay, thank you.  That was
  

10   all, George.  Thank you.  David, that was all.  Thank
  

11   you.
  

12                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Thank you.  This is
  

13   Dave Conover, again.  And if you re not speaking, please
  

14   mute, star 6, so we don t have any background or echo.
  

15                  This is for the County.  In the appeal
  

16   request, the form, there is always an opportunity -- and
  

17   I assume a requirement -- for the appellant to describe
  

18   the code or design deficiency and practical difficulty in
  

19   complying with the code.
  

20                  The code in this case is the section so
  

21   noted on the appeal request dealing with permits,
  

22   inspections and a C of O.
  

23                  I didn t see anything filled out.  Am I
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 1   reading the wrong appeal request or, in fact, this appeal
  

 2   request doesn t provide a request or a solution if that
  

 3   section is left blank?
  

 4                  MS. SILVERMAN:  Sir, there s -- I think if
  

 5   you would scroll down, you ll see that there was another
  

 6   appeal request.
  

 7                  Mr. Harris initially filed an appeal
  

 8   request for -- that had this notice of violation attached
  

 9   on the form for a zoning appeal.  That form doesn t have
  

10   all of the required information for a building code
  

11   appeal.  But we provided him the form -- the correct
  

12   form.  He filled that out, but he left blank the
  

13   description of his appeal.
  

14                  We just didn t want to be unreasonable in
  

15   that there was a description provided on the form he
  

16   initially filled out and, clearly, was sort of the
  

17   confusion, so I didn t read that here.  Yes, that is
  

18   missing from the form.  You ll see that it s really a
  

19   very brief description.
  

20                  We didn t really know what we were going
  

21   to be hearing from Mr. Harris today, but he did have, at
  

22   least, some modicum of a description on the initial form.
  

23   I believe that is part of the package, but you may need
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 1   to scroll down until you see it.
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Thank you.
  

 3                  Okay, I didn t hear any other Board
  

 4   Members prior to my asking that question.  Thank you.
  

 5                  So I ll turn the floor back over to Mr.
  

 6   Harris for any additional comments or, if you will,
  

 7   rebuttal.
  

 8                  MR. HARRIS:  Thank you.  Can you hear me?
  

 9                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Yes.
  

10                  MR. HARRIS:  Okay.  I would definitely
  

11   state that there are several other factors here based on
  

12   what the County represented.
  

13                  If I can, I understand that this is my
  

14   particular time.  I was given the notice, but I was not
  

15   given a place where to send photos.  If we were in
  

16   person, this would be totally different.  This is the
  

17   same thing that happened at the Board of Zoning
  

18   Administration appeal.
  

19                  I have no problem providing photos of
  

20   livestock.  I have no problem providing photos of the
  

21   upkeep of the pond and the fully-stocked fish, the
  

22   horses, any of the things that are needed to show that, I
  

23   can show for a fact that this property is being used for
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 1   agricultural purposes.
  

 2                  Until I get the appropriate permits to
  

 3   build any structure new to this particular property that
  

 4   will be properly coded, to have anyone come an inspect it
  

 5   as it s needed, but because of this particular violation,
  

 6   that was all prevented for me to do.
  

 7                  And I would ask if that s the case, so
  

 8   that I can get the appropriate place to send these
  

 9   pictures -- and we re having this because, in fact, it is
  

10   my appeal.  So I would ask for a continuation to get that
  

11   information in order to provide, because I can also
  

12   provide documentation where this property was
  

13   agricultural at one point and the County changed it
  

14   without the -- I guess anyone that I was aware of in my
  

15   family knowing that it was changed to an R-C District.
  

16   So to state that this was always residential, it was
  

17   agricultural and then it was changed to residential
  

18   conservation, which still allow the agricultural usages
  

19   within its premises and permitted uses.
  

20                  And Mr. Wallace and Mrs. Silverman
  

21   basically said -- and I do apologize because Mrs.
  

22   Silverman wasn t there -- but Mr. -- I m sorry, too.  Mr.
  

23   Wallace was also not there.  I met with the County, with
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 1   Ms. Silverman, and the -- Mr. Jesus and his supervisor
  

 2   and we discussed all of these things.  But they were
  

 3   aware of the meeting that took place which the
  

 4   agricultural usage was discussed.  It was a very clear
  

 5   topic that that was the premise of the property and my
  

 6   non-profit using it for that scope.
  

 7                  So -- and the other thing -- I m sorry.
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead, Mr. Harris.
  

 9                  MR. HARRIS:  I m sorry.  So as far as the
  

10   principal use, as I m aware, there s nothing stating that
  

11   for the principal use that it can t still be used as
  

12   agriculture until those permits are obtained through the
  

13   county as long as I m not blocked.
  

14                  I m having the geotechnical soil testing
  

15   done so that the structural engineer and the blueprints
  

16   can be properly submitted down in the county.  I m not
  

17   trying to do anything that is outside of the scope.
  

18                  So based on what was just brought up, as
  

19   far as me providing the evidence, since this is my
  

20   appeal, I would just ask for a continuance until the next
  

21   hearing based on the circumstances because I do have the
  

22   photos in my phone.  But if this was in person, this
  

23   would allow me to do so.
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 1                  So I would just ask for that continuance
  

 2   just simply to do exactly what was stated to prove that
  

 3   not only are the buildings within code compliance, but
  

 4   also the permitted use of being used as agricultural
  

 5   purposes.
  

 6                  MS. SILVERMAN:  Permission to speak.
  

 7   This is Sara Silverman.  This is just a procedural
  

 8   suggestion.
  

 9                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  I wanted to first ask
  

10   Mr. Harris -- if it s okay, you guys on the county side
  

11   will get to speak in a moment to clarify anything.
  

12                  MS. SILVERMAN:  Certainly.  I was going to
  

13   suggest that he could email the pictures.  That s all.
  

14   That s been done in other hearings for other bodies.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Do the Board Members
  

16   have any questions?
  

17                  [No response.]
  

18                  MR. CONOVER:  Mr. Harris -- I assume, Mr.
  

19   Harris, you were done with your second set of remarks?
  

20                  MR. HARRIS:  Oh, yes, sir.  I was also
  

21   going to state that on the form, like Ms. Silverman
  

22   stated, there was some confusion on which because I did
  

23   fill out multiple appeals, but I didn t know if that was
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 1   for me to fill out like a possible solution or if that
  

 2   was for the county section for possible solutions.
  

 3                  And the solution that I have is simply to
  

 4   allow me the ability to apply for permits and then you
  

 5   will see that I will be completely on the outside of
  

 6   showing you the structures are within code compliance and
  

 7   the use or the permitted use is being also well within
  

 8   compliance.
  

 9                  If I m allowed to -- now that I have all
  

10   of the engineering and the appropriate blueprints, I can
  

11   move forward with the erection or the building, the
  

12   process of the new house or building coming on the
  

13   property that will be well within code, that there is no
  

14   question about whether or not anything is existing or
  

15   wasn t existing.
  

16                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  So I assume you are
  

17   done.  And I m going to see if any of the Board Members
  

18   have questions.
  

19                  MR. SHUMATE:  This is Daren.  Can you hear
  

20   me?
  

21                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead, Daren.
  

22                  MR. SHUMATE:  All right.  So -- Mr.
  

23   Harris, so you said you ve got actually a home that you
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 1   designed or you re designing.  You re working on geotech,
  

 2   a structural engineer.  I assume you have an architect or
  

 3   at least a builder who has got a plan.  So you re making
  

 4   progress on that.
  

 5                  And what is your intent on -- you said you
  

 6   were going to follow up with the county.  What is your
  

 7   schedule for what you have filed?  Are you waiting for
  

 8   the zoning appeal to come through?
  

 9                  MR. HARRIS:  Oh, no, sir.  The -- if
  

10   you ll notice, in the actual notice of violation for the
  

11   Virginia Construction Code, Mr. Wallace put certain
  

12   provisions in the -- so even with me getting granted
  

13   permission to -- we have a Toll Brothers home that will
  

14   be built here.  The geotechnical engineer will simply
  

15   sign off on this is what you need structurally to make
  

16   this house work here.
  

17                  And remember when I brought up before the
  

18   assessment that was done through the Real Estate
  

19   Assessment Office?  Before the property was listed as
  

20   poor lot buildable, but then upon our appeal, it was
  

21   placed in a non-buildable zone for having perking for
  

22   sewer and water.  So, again, not having the assessment
  

23   appeal, it put us in two different categories.
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 1                  So I had to hire a geotechnical engineer
  

 2   to come in, test the soil again, then tell me exactly
  

 3   what structural procedures we need to follow so that the
  

 4   civil engineer can go forward with the house that we want
  

 5   built.  So, yes, sir.
  

 6                  So if the notice of violation didn t put a
  

 7   block on my account at the address, then, yes, I could
  

 8   have -- once we get the geotechnical report back, we
  

 9   could then follow up with the county and proceed through
  

10   the county with the next steps, with the building plan,
  

11   the permits that are required, that that builder will be
  

12   doing all of that.  He s the one that s a professional in
  

13   those particular areas.  But I have hired someone to do
  

14   that for me.
  

15                  MR. SHUMATE:  And your contention, in
  

16   general, the appeal is that the one structure is under
  

17   256 square feet and I don t believe in the photographs I
  

18   saw that it had any sort of mechanical or plumbing in it.
  

19                  MR. HARRIS:  That s correct.
  

20                  MR. SHUMATE:  And there was an addition to
  

21   an existing building.  So it seems to me that your
  

22   contention is of those two buildings, one of them is
  

23   under 256 square feet and would not apply.
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 1                  And I m actually sitting here in front of
  

 2   my computer at home and if a permit is not required for
  

 3   -- a permit is required for a shed or a playhouse over
  

 4   256 square feet.  So you re contending that you re in the
  

 5   not -- a permit not being required for that structure.
  

 6                  But on the other one -- what s your
  

 7   thoughts on the other one, the one that s got the
  

 8   addition, the building that s got the chimney that s
  

 9   attached into an old wood stove?  What s would be the
  

10   use?
  

11                  MR. HARRIS:  Yes, sir, for the same
  

12   purposes, of storage.
  

13                  I had two 40-yard mobile mini units here.
  

14   So when we come to the property, whether it be cold or
  

15   whether it be hot, there are no electrical, any -- there
  

16   are no additional electrical wiring going to the
  

17   property.  There s no plumbing within the property.  I
  

18   mean on that particular building.
  

19                  The other two photos -- and that s what
  

20   I m saying.  If I had -- if this were to be continued, I
  

21   can provide the evidence that is necessary to show that
  

22   those buildings are far under 256 square feet.
  

23                  The existing building with the chimney is,
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 1   if anything, slightly -- that s why we decided not to
  

 2   build the addition or where you see the wood for that
  

 3   paneling onto it because it would greatly exceed -- or
  

 4   not greatly, but it could possibly exceed much further
  

 5   than 256 square feet.  So we decided to make it a
  

 6   separate structure versus an existing structural building
  

 7   on the existing structure.
  

 8                  And so my plan is there s no occupancy of
  

 9   that particular dwelling and there s no plumbing.
  

10   There s no electrical devices that were in addition.
  

11                  Like I stated, I reviewed the code to see
  

12   if we were to add electrical or if we were doing anything
  

13   to the building other than renovating the outer surface
  

14   of it, such as the roof, the vinyl siding.
  

15                  And that s what I plan on putting on the
  

16   other units, but they re not in that stage yet because we
  

17   were told to stop.  So I didn t want to go any further at
  

18   this point, so they re somewhat getting weathered based
  

19   on the weather that we ve had lately.
  

20                  But that is -- that s, pretty much -- the
  

21   purpose is for feed.  It s going to be the purpose of
  

22   storage so that when we come here, we can actually have
  

23   the animals tended to properly.  And that s --
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 1                  MR. SHUMATE:  I m sorry.
  

 2                  MR. HARRIS:  No, go ahead.  Go ahead.
  

 3                  MR. SHUMATE:  This is Daren, again.
  

 4   You re saying that neither of these structures have
  

 5   electricity to them?
  

 6                  MR. HARRIS:  There is no -- other than a
  

 7   generator that is operating the electrical that was
  

 8   already in it, none of these -- the two small -- the two
  

 9   units with no -- I m going to see how I can describe it.
  

10   Without the chimneys, they have no electrical.  There s
  

11   no electrical in them at all.
  

12                  The existing unit that was there, there s
  

13   no new electrical in any of it, and it was being powered
  

14   by a generator.  And the generator still is being used to
  

15   power the -- any electrical appliance we charge, like
  

16   tools, screw guns, anything, to recharge batteries.
  

17                  MR. SHUMATE:  David, while I ve got the
  

18   floor, can I ask a question to the County?
  

19                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  No.
  

20                  MR. SHUMATE:  You said I can t?
  

21                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  No.  When the County
  

22   gets the floor, then we ll direct questioning to the
  

23   County.
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 1                  MR. SHUMATE:  Okay, got you.
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Are there any questions
  

 3   for Mr. Harris?
  

 4                  MR. FISHER:  Dave Conover, this is Rob
  

 5   Fisher.
  

 6                  MR. CONOVER:  Yes, Rob.
  

 7                  MR. FISHER:  And I m sorry I m having a
  

 8   little bit of difficulty with this whole thing.  But, Mr.
  

 9   Harris, just to be clear, there s a structure there
  

10   that s partially sided.  Is that intended to be a
  

11   residential dwelling?
  

12                  MR. HARRIS:  No, sir.
  

13                  MR. FISHER:  Has it ever been?
  

14                  MR. HARRIS:  At one time -- sorry.
  

15                  MR. FISHER:  Go ahead.  Has that ever been
  

16   a residential dwelling?
  

17                  MR. HARRIS:  Yes.  At one point, it was a
  

18   residential dwelling and that was some time ago.
  

19                  There was a fire -- where it was located,
  

20   there was a fire in the particular area of the unit and
  

21   at that time it was never repaired, it was never
  

22   addressed or dealt with.
  

23                  We relocated the building.  When they keep
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 1   stating -- the County keeps stating that -- they re
  

 2   correct.  That building was not always there.  It was
  

 3   relocated from its current position to act as a storage
  

 4   unit where the horses will be so that the feed can be
  

 5   used from there directly out in the field.
  

 6                  Right now, it s not being used as housing
  

 7   or a -- it s not being used as the original purposes that
  

 8   it was intended for when it was initially erected on the
  

 9   property.  And it s simply been renovated and now is
  

10   being used for storage.
  

11                  So the house that I am trying to get and
  

12   will be permitting, that will be the residential
  

13   structure that will be occupied with the appropriate
  

14   occupational permits and whatever is needed for someone
  

15   to live in.
  

16                  MR. FISHER:  Okay.  And then just one last
  

17   question.
  

18                  Why did you not allow the County on the
  

19   property?  If it s not in excess of 256 square feet, what
  

20   would prevent you from allowing them to come inside or
  

21   come on the property and confirm that?  Then that would
  

22   be -- that structure would be off the table.
  

23                  MR. HARRIS:  Yes, sir.  What wasn t
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 1   discussed was prior to the BZA, the initial BZA meeting,
  

 2   the County was here.  There was a county official here
  

 3   just from a different department.
  

 4                  This entire issue was raised by County.
  

 5   It has nothing to do with a civil concern from another
  

 6   person.  The County thought that we were illegally
  

 7   dumping dirt and the inspector was allowed, Mr. Jesus.
  

 8   This is why we had the meeting.  Mr. Jesus was allowed to
  

 9   come on the property, see that we weren t illegally
  

10   dumping.  It was allowed by me and that was dealt with,
  

11   addressed and closed out.
  

12                  Mr. Jesus then turned it into -- at first,
  

13   they thought we were doing this in an RPA, a resource
  

14   protected area.  That also was confirmed that that was
  

15   not the case.  That s how the zoning department got
  

16   involved.
  

17                  I received a notice of violation from Mr.
  

18   Wallace without me ever seeing Mr. Wallace.  I had never
  

19   heard of Mr. Wallace.  I had not dealt with Mr. Wallace.
  

20   So there was a notice of violation that this Mr. Wallace
  

21   had been on the property before, and he had not, and that
  

22   caused a question of concern of the integrity of what was
  

23   taking place.
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 1                  So as I explained to Mr. Wallace and the
  

 2   Department of Code Compliance, my family had been
  

 3   unjustly dealt with, the County, in prior stages.  So
  

 4   until I legally get things corrected with my family, I m
  

 5   not the only one that has the voice to allow Mr. Wallace
  

 6   on the property.  I am the one who was appealing it.
  

 7                  But Mr. Wallace, based on how the notice
  

 8   of violation was written up, my family had a discussion
  

 9   and it was not just a one-sided thing.  Because of the
  

10   dealings in the past and the prejudices and the bias and
  

11   I didn t know I had to bring that particular version up,
  

12   but this is why Mr. Wallace -- Mr. Jesus was allowed on
  

13   the property to confirm certain things because Mr. Jesus
  

14   presented himself as wanting to help and wanted to
  

15   basically mitigate what was taking place, helping.
  

16   And that s not the position that the zoning department --
  

17   which Mr. Wallace was not present.  And I do apologize.
  

18   Mr. Wallace was not present at the initial meeting,
  

19   because there were people here that are no long here that
  

20   were staying in mobile homes and using the property for
  

21   over a hundred years for -- as their dwelling.  They re
  

22   no longer here because I have taken control of the
  

23   property and the animals stayed, but the people didn t
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 1   necessarily stay.
  

 2                  And that s the reason that Mr. Wallace --
  

 3   because at that point we felt that the zoning
  

 4   administration wasn t trying to assist us in confirming
  

 5   something or to help us, but to continue the prejudices
  

 6   and the ways of old to the family.
  

 7                  And I have a bunch of 80-, 90-, 95-year-
  

 8   old uncles and people who used to have almost slave-like
  

 9   laborers, because my family became from slave to slave
  

10   property owners.  And ever since we ve had this property,
  

11   there have been problems and we re addressing those now.
  

12                  So I hate to be long-winded, but that s
  

13   the reason that we prefer to do it this particular way,
  

14   take the pictures, present to the county.  So it seemed
  

15   like it was a we re going to go searching for something
  

16   wrong.
  

17                  And I ve already spent about two thousand
  

18   dollars in appeals that could have been going to better
  

19   the property or toward the construction and the erection
  

20   of the new home versus these particular appeals.  And
  

21   that s to give you a background of why.
  

22                  MR. FISHER:  Okay.
  

23                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Any other questions
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 1   from the Board?
  

 2                  [No response.]
  

 3                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  I have one.
  

 4                  I guess, Mr. Harris, on the bottom of the
  

 5   appeal request that I assume you filled out and
  

 6   submitted, isn t there a note that gives you direction of
  

 7   where to submit your form and supporting documentation?
  

 8   Isn t there an address and an email address, as well?
  

 9                  MR. HARRIS:  You re saying to the email
  

10   that I received?
  

11                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  The appeal request form
  

12   that you filled out, doesn t it at the bottom of that
  

13   form tell you specifically where to send all your
  

14   documentation, forms, photographs, plans, whatever it may
  

15   be?
  

16                  You had stated earlier you weren t told
  

17   where to send things, so you didn t send them.  But
  

18   doesn t the form that you filled out at the bottom give
  

19   you that direction?
  

20                  MR. HARRIS:  Well, I m not going to say
  

21   no, sir, but the one that I read looked as if it was for
  

22   administrative purposes because I originally filled out
  

23   two appeals and then I, on the direction -- because I
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 1   guess I didn t -- it was already at the deadline, so I
  

 2   was directed to then resubmit the -- I guess I did it
  

 3   incorrectly and I took the --
  

 4                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Not -- I ll try to help
  

 5   you answer.
  

 6                  At the bottom, there s a golden-colored
  

 7   appeal request that I m presuming you submitted as a
  

 8   basis for this appeal, because we re here, and you re
  

 9   appealing the county notice of violation that you just
  

10   hadn t gotten the necessary permits, submitted
  

11   documentation and got the necessary inspections.
  

12                  And so I m looking at that form and it
  

13   gives you specific guidance about where to send things,
  

14   through United Postal Service, USPS, and through email.
  

15   You personally got the appeal request for the county.
  

16   But my next question is -- and then that s the last of my
  

17   questions -- you ve indicated that you re getting
  

18   blueprints and geotechnical and, you know, so on and, you
  

19   know, that we should have a continuance to allow you to
  

20   complete that.
  

21                  But the notice of violation is just asking
  

22   you to submit a permit request which then leads to your
  

23   submitting the same documents that you ve indicated on
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 1   your producings.
  

 2                  So why can t you just continue to produce
  

 3   your blueprints, your geotechnical whatever it is and
  

 4   submit that to the county?  I mean, that would solve this
  

 5   notice of violation, in my opinion.
  

 6                  Why do we have to do a continuance?  All
  

 7   you ve got to do is -- don t you agree, all you ve got to
  

 8   do is finish whatever you re doing with your blueprints
  

 9   and submit it to the county?
  

10                  MR. HARRIS:  No, sir.  I think we ve
  

11   misunderstood somewhere.
  

12                  If you look at the page two or within the
  

13   actual confines of Mr. Wallace s notice of violation, he
  

14   specifically states he has blocked all of the measures
  

15   that I can use or resources to present that information.
  

16   Like, I can t go for --
  

17                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Well, I hate to
  

18   interrupt you, but I m sorry, I m looking at the notice.
  

19   It says you ve got to apply for a permit, submit
  

20   documentation.
  

21                  I don t see anything where the county is,
  

22   on one hand, saying here s your notice and you need to
  

23   apply for a permit and then, on the other hand saying,
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 1   I m sorry, you can t submit a permit.
  

 2                  I m sorry if I m confused, but you re
  

 3   producing plans, blueprints.  You re getting geotechnical
  

 4   whatever.  You ve certainly provided a lot of information
  

 5   verbally today on square footages and generators and
  

 6   things don t have electrical wiring, et cetera, et
  

 7   cetera.
  

 8                  It seems to me the county is just asking
  

 9   you for -- asking you to write that down and submit it
  

10   with a permit application.  So that s the issue that the
  

11   Board has in front of it, is not to discuss zoning, not
  

12   to discuss anything other than, gee, just apply for a
  

13   permit and submit the information, which you ve said you
  

14   already have and are producing, but you didn t know where
  

15   to mail it.
  

16                  MR. HARRIS:  Okay.  Well, I think that s
  

17   where I want to clarify things.
  

18                  There are two structures that are under --
  

19   that are 256 square feet and under, which permits are not
  

20   required.
  

21                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  I have the form.  I m
  

22   going to ask.  You submitted a fresh drawing of those two
  

23   structures to the county, Department of Code Compliance.
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 1                  MR. HARRIS:  Didn t know I needed to do
  

 2   that because they were under 256 square feet.  And if I
  

 3   -- like I stated, if I misread this -- and it says to
  

 4   schedule a pre-application meeting before submitting
  

 5   permit application documents.  It is intended to ensure
  

 6   all cited violations are addressed in your permit
  

 7   application.
  

 8                  So, basically, it meant to be addressed or
  

 9   had to be removed.  It says,  Please be aware that,  and
  

10   then it broke it down.  It was basically that those
  

11   violations had to be removed off the property before any
  

12   further permits would be granted.
  

13                  Maybe I misunderstood that.  Maybe I
  

14   misinterpreted that.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Well, I guess I m
  

16   confused because you -- again, if I go back to the
  

17   building code appeal request form that you filled out, it
  

18   says,  Please return the completed form and any
  

19   supporting documentation to,  and it gives an address and
  

20   an email.
  

21                  Why wouldn t you have just done a sketch
  

22   of the footprint of these two buildings and say they re
  

23   255 square feet; therefore, they re not subject to a
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 1   permit and that s the basis for my appeal.
  

 2                  MR. HARRIS:  I appreciate that
  

 3   wholeheartedly because this is my first time appealing it
  

 4   and this is what I was not aware.
  

 5                  And like I stated, I did two appeals at
  

 6   the same time with the same verbiage.  I got a notice of
  

 7   violation.  And one went to the BZA and one went here.
  

 8   And at the bottom, I think I just copied and pasted the
  

 9   one.
  

10                  If that s what I needed to do, then that s
  

11   what I can do.  But it stated that I had to destroy these
  

12   particular -- that s the impression I was under.  I m not
  

13   in -- the 256-square-foot storage units are separate from
  

14   the construction --
  

15                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  I --
  

16                  MR. HARRIS:  Okay, you got it.
  

17                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  I understand that.
  

18                  MR. HARRIS:  I think I perfectly
  

19   understand.  I think I understand what you re saying.
  

20   And, yes, I can do that.  I can submit to the county.
  

21   But those particular units are mobile.  They re not
  

22   fixated.  They re mobile.  So if I have to draw up a plan
  

23   that say these two particular structures are here and I
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 1   needed to just simply present that to the county, I have
  

 2   no problem doing it.  I was not aware that that s what I
  

 3   needed to do.
  

 4                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Well, and, again, I
  

 5   don t want to belabor this, but, you know, if that s the
  

 6   basis for the notice of violation, then if you did that
  

 7   and the County said,  Oh, yeah, that looks right.  Okay,
  

 8   I guess we don t need a permit for these,  you re done.
  

 9   So are there any other questions from the Board Members?
  

10                  [No response.]
  

11                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:   I m going to turn over
  

12   to County for their final comments.
  

13                  MR. FERNANDEZ:  One second.  David?
  

14                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Yes.
  

15                  MR. FERNANDEZ:  This is Amado.  Can I ask
  

16   a question of Mr. Harris?
  

17                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead.
  

18                  MR. FERNANDEZ:  Mr. Harris --
  

19                  MR. HARRIS:  Yes, sir.
  

20                  MR. FERNANDEZ:  -- you just said the
  

21   photographs that were included in the violation are two
  

22   buildings that are clearly not mobile.  I mean, they are
  

23   -- they re physical.  One is an addition or what appears
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 1   to be an addition.  The other one is a freestanding
  

 2   storage building.  Those are not mobile.
  

 3                  So that s what I believe David was
  

 4   referring to, was the buildings that -- the permanent
  

 5   buildings that appear to be not documented.  Those are
  

 6   the ones that the request or the discussions has been had
  

 7   relative to providing information to validate your
  

 8   assertion that these buildings are potentially less than
  

 9   whatever is required for a permit.  So are you following
  

10   me, sir?
  

11                  MR. HARRIS:  Yes, sir.  I am completely
  

12   following.
  

13                  MR. FERNANDEZ:  All right.  That was all.
  

14   Thank you.  Thank you.
  

15                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  I m going to
  

16   turn it over to the County for any final remarks.
  

17                  MS. SILVERMAN:  Yes, sir.  This is Sara
  

18   Silverman.
  

19                  I would just note that in, you know, the
  

20   BZA hearing that Mr. Harris participated in previously --
  

21   which started what led to the inspection here was a
  

22   violation junk yard storage yard, and Mr. Wallace went
  

23   out to check the condition of the property and discovered
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 1   these violations, it was long after that notice was
  

 2   issued -- Mr. Harris was permitted to email pictures to
  

 3   the Board on that date.
  

 4                  My goal is not to deprive Mr. Harris of
  

 5   any process.  I agree with you that the form clearly
  

 6   states that he had an opportunity to submit it with his
  

 7   application for appeal.  I really don t know how you
  

 8   could read that appeal form to suggest that that was for
  

 9   office use only -- you know, that that section was for
  

10   office use only.  So I really don t understand that
  

11   misread.
  

12                  I would also note that the notice of --
  

13   well, first, that there was a stop work order issued
  

14   before the notice of violation was issued.  He has had
  

15   ample time to have a conversation with the County about
  

16   the size of the structures, his use of the structures,
  

17   really raising the -- whether -- I think he s talking
  

18   about conversations with the Department of Tax
  

19   Administration or Land Development Services -- or, excuse
  

20   me, Department of Public Works and Environmental
  

21   Services, if he s talking about RPA violations.  So he
  

22   hasn t come to the people who are addressing this issue
  

23   to have a conversation and document that he s in
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 1   compliance.
  

 2                  Nobody in the county is interested in
  

 3   issuing notices of violation or pursuing -- you know,
  

 4   prosecuting Mr. Harris if he s in compliance with the
  

 5   code.  But it appears from Mr. Wallace s inspection that
  

 6   he is not and he has not taken any opportunity to provide
  

 7   that evidence.
  

 8                  And Mr. Wallace has offered to come out
  

 9   and inspect.  I think he could testify today that at one
  

10   of the BZA hearings, Mr. Harris said that he would allow
  

11   Mr. Wallace on the property.  Mr. Wallace attempted to
  

12   schedule those inspections and Mr. Harris did not follow
  

13   through on that inspection.  So we ve made attempts.
  

14                  The goal is not to prosecute Mr. Harris
  

15   for something that s not a violation, but it s up to Mr.
  

16   Harris at this point to demonstrate that it is not --
  

17   that his property is not in violation.
  

18                  If you d like any additional evidence from
  

19   the County, we do have some pictures to document that the
  

20   property -- that these structures were not located in
  

21   that location, at least as of March 2019.  So we could
  

22   submit those in an email to Mr. Grace who could
  

23   distribute them to all of the parties.
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 1                  Mr. Peggy Delean, Mr. Wallace s
  

 2   supervisor, may have located the pictures that Mr. Harris
  

 3   submitted at the BZA appeal previously.  I just -- I
  

 4   can t search my email for that.  But we have those
  

 5   documents, that documentation if you are interested.
  

 6                  I m just saying that I don t know if it s
  

 7   necessary at this point, so I d defer to the Board in
  

 8   terms of what you d like.  But I don t think that Mr.
  

 9   Harris -- Mr. Harris shouldn t be deprived of his right
  

10   to present evidence.  He clearly had an opportunity
  

11   previously, but, you know, we all do have access to
  

12   email.
  

13                  And I suppose that it s in the Board s
  

14   prerogative to accept, you know, email evidence at this
  

15   point if it so chose.
  

16                  That s all I have to say.
  

17                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Anything else from the
  

18   County?
  

19                  [No response.]
  

20                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Any questions from the
  

21   Board of the County?
  

22                  [No response.]
  

23                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  I ll ask one.
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 1                  Sara, isn t it just -- at this point in
  

 2   time given where we are with the notice of violation
  

 3   regarding the Uniform Statewide Building Code and these
  

 4   structures, isn t it simply a case of, if I can use my
  

 5   own words, the County is saying,  Hey, there s some
  

 6   things going on there with buildings, building
  

 7   construction.  Would you please submit some information
  

 8   regarding those structures, you know, blueprints,
  

 9   geotechnical analysis, whatever it is, to show either
  

10   you re exempt from the code because of,  let s say,
  

11    square footage, or if you re not exempt from the code,
  

12   well, here s the documentation that shows I meet the
  

13   code ?
  

14                  Isn t all you re looking for is this
  

15   information so that you can make a determination, either
  

16   (a), one or more structures are exempt, or (b), no,
  

17   they re under the scope of the code and to make them
  

18   safe, you need to do X, Y and Z, and you can make an
  

19   assessment of that based on the information that the
  

20   applicant has provided?
  

21                  Isn t that basically where we are?
  

22                  MS. SILVERMAN:  From a practical
  

23   standpoint, yes.  I mean, we re here that a notice of
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 1   violation was issued because Mr. Harris did not have
  

 2   those communications with us.
  

 3                  I mean, a stop work order was issued
  

 4   initially and we didn t have those conversations, nor was
  

 5   that evidence presented with this appeal.
  

 6                  It s certainly never the County s
  

 7   intention to force somebody to do something that they re
  

 8   not legally obligated to do.  But at this point, we would
  

 9   say that the evidence points to there being a need for
  

10   permits.
  

11                  And so we would, you know, like the Board
  

12   to uphold the building official s determination and allow
  

13   the County to enforce as necessary.
  

14                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.
  

15                  MS. SILVERMAN:  Now, if Mr. Harris comes
  

16   in with documentation, it is not the County s intention
  

17   to enforce -- you know, force him to do something that he
  

18   is not legally obligated to do.
  

19                  But he needs to present that evidence to
  

20   us at the conclusion of the hearing.  I mean, at the
  

21   conclusion of this, if you do uphold the building
  

22   official s determination, it will be a thing decided that
  

23   those structures are in violation.  But I just think
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 1   that, you know, the policy of the County is not to be
  

 2   unreasonable.
  

 3                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Understood.  Thank you.
  

 4                  And I did not hear any other Board Members
  

 5   when I asked before if they had any questions of the
  

 6   County.  I didn t hear any Board Members asking to speak,
  

 7   so I asked that one question.
  

 8                  So at this point, we ve have gone through
  

 9   two sets of, if you will, questions from the Board and
  

10   two opportunities for both sides to present their case.
  

11   So I m going to close the public hearing phase of this
  

12   and ask for a motion and a second as to the appeal
  

13   request, either upholding the position of the County and
  

14   denying the appeal or approving the appeal.
  

15                  MR. PAGE:  Are you ready, David?
  

16                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  I m ready.  Is there a
  

17   motion?
  

18                  MR. PAGE:  Okay, yeah.  This is George
  

19   Page.  I ll start it again.
  

20                  Look, I m going to make a motion to uphold
  

21   the County and to deny the appeal, and this is why.
  

22   There s a lot of confusion here.  I don t blame the
  

23   County or Mr. Harris for any of it.  It just happened.
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 1                  But there is evidence that there might be
  

 2   some code violations and aerials to suggest that they re
  

 3   probably are.  So I would suggest that, you know, we deny
  

 4   the appeal.
  

 5                  If we don t deny the appeal, no further
  

 6   action will be taken and we could have just, you know,
  

 7   subverted our entire code compliance process.
  

 8                  On the other hand, if we uphold the County
  

 9   and deny the appeal, this will allow Mr. Harris to do
  

10   what he said he was going to do before, apply for permits
  

11   and work the issue.
  

12                  So, again, I make a motion that we deny
  

13   the appeal.
  

14                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Is there a second?
  

15                  MR. FERNANDEZ:  So this Amado --
  

16                  MR. SHUMATE:  I m sorry.  Go ahead.
  

17                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Go ahead.
  

18                  MR. FERNANDEZ:  I was just saying this is
  

19   Amado Fernandez.  I will second that motion.
  

20                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  Any discussion?
  

21                  We have a motion and a second and the
  

22   motion is to uphold the County and to deny the appeal.
  

23   Any discussion?
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 1                  [No response.]
  

 2                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  Rob?  I m asking
  

 3   for votes.  Rob?
  

 4                  MR. FISHER:  I am voting in favor of the
  

 5   motion to uphold the -- I m sorry, to deny the appeal.
  

 6                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  George?
  

 7                  MR. PAGE:  Deny the appeal.
  

 8                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Amado?
  

 9                  MR. FERNANDEZ:  Deny the appeal.
  

10                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Wayne?
  

11                  MR. BRYAN:  Deny the appeal.
  

12                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Daren?  Daren?
  

13                  MR. PAGE:  We ve lost Daren.
  

14                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Daren?
  

15                  MR. SHUMATE:  Hey, I m playing by your
  

16   rule, the star six.  This is Daren.  I vote to deny the
  

17   appeal.
  

18                  CHAIRMAN CONOVER:  Okay.  And Conover is
  

19   Chairman, not voting.
  

20                  Okay, thank you.  That concludes the
  

21   second of three appeals.
  

22                  [Whereupon, the public hearing concluded.]
  

23
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    57:4,19

W

Wait (1)
    11:4
waiting (1)
    32:7
Wallace (42)
    16:11,14,21;17:2,
    2,6;18:20,22;20:22;
    21:10,10,13,20;
    22:16;23:1,3,4,4,8,

    10;28:20,23;32:11;
    39:18,18,19,19,20;
    40:1,5,7,12,17,18;
    41:2;44:13;49:22;
    51:5,8,11,11;52:1
Wanda (3)
    58:3,15,17
wasn (6)
    15:1;20:6;28:22;
    31:15;38:23;41:4
water (1)
    32:22
way (2)
    5:15;41:13
Wayne (2)
    1:19;57:10
ways (1)
    41:6
weather (1)
    35:19
weathered (1)
    35:18
weren (2)
    39:9;42:16
whole (1)
    37:8
wholeheartedly (1)
    47:3
windows (1)
    13:14
wiring (2)
    34:16;45:6
within (9)
    7:12,13;28:19;
    30:3;31:6,7,13;
    34:17;44:12
without (5)
    25:6,7;28:14;
    36:10;39:18
wood (5)
    13:20;15:2,4;34:9;
    35:2
wood-burning (2)
    13:19;15:17
woods (1)
    10:7
words (1)
    53:5
work (11)
    4:17;5:1;9:2;
    18:21;19:1,5,10;
    32:16;50:13;54:3;
    56:11
working (3)
    15:1,18;32:1
Works (1)
    50:20
wouldn (2)
    23:16;46:21
write (1)
    45:9
write-up (1)
    7:9

written (1)
    40:8
wrong (4)
    5:2;15:10;26:1;
    41:16
WZ20-002 (1)
    1:23

Y

yard (2)
    49:22,22
year (1)
    15:9
years (1)
    40:21
yield (1)
    7:14

Z

Zapata (3)
    58:3,15,17
zone (1)
    32:21
zoned (3)
    20:14;23:20;24:5
zoning (15)
    16:16;17:10,11,18;
    18:12;24:2,23;25:3;
    26:9;27:17;32:8;
    39:15;40:16;41:3;
    45:11

1

122358 (1)
    58:20
18-20 (1)
    18:10
1896 (2)
    7:1;10:15

2

200617.0AP (2)
    1:14;4:7
2011 (1)
    9:5
2019 (1)
    51:21
2020 (1)
    1:8
2024 (1)
    58:23
250-square-foot (1)
    9:23
255 (1)
    46:23
256 (19)
    5:12,17;10:1,3;
    11:15;22:5,7,10,12,
    21;23:15;33:17,23;
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IN RE:  APPEAL OF SIDNEY HARRIS 
July 8, 2020

    34:4,22;35:5;38:19;
    45:19;46:2
256-square-foot (1)
    47:13
29 (1)
    58:23

3

3-2-20 (1)
    17:12

4

40-yard (1)
    34:13

5

5- (1)
    18:9
5-15-20 (2)
    18:7,8

6

6 (1)
    25:14

8

8 (1)
    1:8
80- (1)
    41:7

9

90- (1)
    41:7
95-year- (1)
    41:7
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REQUEST FOR INTERPRETATION 

TO: OFFICE OF THE STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 
VIRGINIA DEPT. OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
Main Street Centre 
600 E. Main Street, Suite 300 
Richmond, Virginia 23219-1321 
Tel: (804) 371-7150 Fax: (804) 371-7092
Email: sbco@dhcd.virginia.gov 

From: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Phone Number :______________________________________________________________

Email Address:_______________________________________________________________ 

Applicable Code:_____________________________________________________________

Code Section(s):_______________________________________________________________ 

QUESTION(S): 

Submitted by (signature): _________________________________DatPaula Johnson with assistance from e:_________________ 
Board Secretary as directed by the Board
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CHAPTER 1 ADMINISTRATION

104.5.2 Issuance of modifications.
Upon written application by an owner or an owner’s agent, the code official may approve a modification of any
provision of this code provided the spirit and intent of the code are observed and public health, welfare and safety
are assured. The decision of the code official concerning a modification shall be made in writing and the application
for a modification and the decision of the code official concerning such modification shall be retained in the
permanent records of the local enforcing agency.

104.5.2.1 Substantiation of modification.
The code official may require or may consider a statement from a professional engineer, architect or other
person competent in the subject area of the application as to the equivalency of the proposed modification.
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CHAPTER 6 MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

606.1 General.
Elevators, dumbwaiters, and escalators shall be maintained in compliance with ASME A17.1. The most current certificate
of inspection shall be on display at all times within the elevator or attached to the escalator or dumbwaiter; or be
available for public inspection in the office of the building operator; or be posted in a publicly conspicuous location
approved by the code official. Where not displayed in the elevator or attached on the escalator or dumbwaiter, there shall
be a notice where the certificate of inspection is available for inspection. An annual periodic inspection and test is
required of elevators and escalators. A locality shall be permitted to require a 6-month periodic inspection and test. All
periodic inspections shall be performed in accordance with Section 8.11 of ASME A17.1. The code official may also
provide for such inspection by an approved agency or through agreement with other local certified elevator inspectors.
An approved agency includes any individual, partnership, or corporation who has met the certification requirements
established by the VCS.
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CHAPTER 1 ADMINISTRATION
SECTION 105 

LOCAL BUILDING DEPARTMENT
105.1 Appointment of building official.
Every local building department shall have a building official as the executive official in charge of the department. The
building official shall be appointed in a manner selected by the local governing body. After permanent appointment, the
building official shall not be removed from office except for cause after having been afforded a full opportunity to be
heard on specific and relevant charges by and before the appointing authority. DHCD shall be notified by the appointing
authority within 30 days of the appointment or release of a permanent or acting building official.

Note: Building officials are subject to sanctions in accordance with the VCS.

105.1.1 Qualifications of building official.
The building official shall have at least 5 years of building experience as a licensed professional engineer or architect,
building, fire or trade inspector, contractor, housing inspector or superintendent of building, fire or trade construction
or at least 5 years of building experience after obtaining a degree in architecture or engineering, with at least 3 years
in responsible charge of work. Any combination of education and experience that would confer equivalent knowledge
and ability shall be deemed to satisfy this requirement. The building official shall have general knowledge of sound
engineering practice in respect to the design and construction of structures, the basic principles of fire prevention,
the accepted requirements for means of egress and the installation of elevators and other service equipment
necessary for the health, safety and general welfare of the occupants and the public. The local governing body may
establish additional qualification requirements.

105.1.2 Certification of building official.
An acting or permanent building official shall be certified as a building official in accordance with the VCS within 1
year after being appointed as acting or permanent building official.

Exception: A building official in place prior to April 1, 1983, shall not be required to meet the certification
requirements in this section while continuing to serve in the same capacity in the same locality.

105.1.3 Noncertified building official.
Except for a building official exempt from certification under the exception to Section 105.1.2, any acting or
permanent building official who is not certified as a building official in accordance with the VCS shall attend the core
module of the Virginia Building Code Academy or an equivalent course in an individual or regional code academy
accredited by DHCD within 180 days of appointment. This requirement is in addition to meeting the certification
requirement in Section 105.1.2.

Note: Continuing education and periodic training requirements for DHCD certifications are set out in the VCS.

105.2 Technical assistants.
The building official, subject to any limitations imposed by the locality, shall be permitted to utilize technical assistants to
assist the building official in the enforcement of the USBC. DHCD shall be notified by the building official within 60 days of
the employment of, contracting with or termination of all technical assistants.

Note: Technical assistants are subject to sanctions in accordance with the VCS.

105.2.1 Qualifications of technical assistants.
A technical assistant shall have at least 3 years of experience and general knowledge in at least one of the following
areas: building construction; building construction conceptual and administrative processes; building, fire or housing
inspections; plumbing, electrical or mechanical trades; or fire protection, elevator or property maintenance work.
Any combination of education and experience that would confer equivalent knowledge and ability shall be deemed to
satisfy this requirement. The locality may establish additional qualification requirements.

105.2.2 Certification of technical assistants.
A technical assistant shall be certified in the appropriate subject area within 18 months after becoming a technical
assistant. When required by local policy to have two or more certifications, a technical assistant shall obtain the
additional certifications within 3 years from the date of such requirement.

Exceptions:

1. A technical assistant in place prior to March 1, 1988, shall not be required to meet the certification
requirements in this section while continuing to serve in the same capacity in the same locality.
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2. A permit technician in place prior to the effective date of the 2015 edition of the code shall not be
required to meet the certification requirements in this section while continuing to serve in the same capacity
in the same locality.

Note: Continuing education and periodic training requirements for DHCD certifications are set out in the VCS.

105.3 Conflict of interest.
The standards of conduct for building officials and technical assistants shall be in accordance with the provisions of the
State and Local Government Conflict of Interests Act, Chapter 31 (Section 2.2-3100 et seq.) of Title 2.2 of the Code of
Virginia.

105.4 Records.
The local building department shall retain a record of applications received, permits, certificates, notices and orders
issued, fees collected and reports of inspection in accordance with The Library of Virginia’s General Schedule Number Six.
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CHAPTER 1 ADMINISTRATION

113.7 Approved inspection agencies.
The building official may accept reports of inspections and tests from individuals or inspection agencies approved in
accordance with the building official’s written policy required by Section 113.7.1. The individual or inspection agency shall
meet the qualifications and reliability requirements established by the written policy. Under circumstances where the
building official is unable to make the inspection or test required by Section 113.3 or 113.4 within 2 working days of a
request or an agreed upon date or if authorized for other circumstances in the building official’s written policy, the
building official shall accept reports for review. The building official shall approve the report from such approved
individuals or agencies unless there is cause to reject it. Failure to approve a report shall be in writing within 2 working
days of receiving it stating the reason for the rejection. Reports of inspections conducted by approved third-party
inspectors or agencies shall be in writing, shall indicate if compliance with the applicable provisions of the USBC have
been met and shall be certified by the individual inspector or by the responsible officer when the report is from an
agency.

Exception: The licensed mechanical contractor installing the mechanical system shall be permitted to perform duct
tests required by Section R403.3.3 of the IECC or Section N1103.3.3 of the IRC. The contractor shall have been trained
on the equipment used to perform the test.

Note: Photographs, videotapes or other sources of pertinent data or information may be considered as constituting such
reports and tests.
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Commonwealth of Virginia 
2021 Pay and Holiday Calendar 

State Holidays 

January 1     

New Year’s Day 

January 18 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 

February 15 

George Washington Day 

May 31 

Memorial Day 

July 5 

Independence Day (Observed) 

September 6 

Labor Day 

October 11 

Columbus Day & Yorktown     
Victory Day 

November 2 

Election Day  

November 11 

Veterans Day  

November 24 

4 hours additional holiday time 

November 25 

Thanksgiving 

November 26 

Day After Thanksgiving 

December 23 

8 hours additional holiday time 

December 24 

Christmas (Observed) 

December 31 
New Year’s (Observed)  

Please note:  In some agencies, the 
holiday and payday schedule may 
vary from what is shown here.  If 
you have questions, see your 
agency human resources officer. 

Denotes Payday 

Denotes Holiday 

Denotes Additional    8 hrs    4 hrs 
Time Off     

Denotes Payday on 
Holiday or Time Off 

Published by the Virginia Depart-
ment of Human Resource Manage-
ment. An equal opportunity employ-
er. 

Published by Commonwealth of 
Virginia May 2020 
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